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ABSTRACT 

 

 

Learning from text data often involves a loop of tasks that iterate between foraging for 

information and synthesizing it in incremental hypotheses. Past research has shown the 

advantages of using spatial workspaces as a means for synthesizing information through 

externalizing hypotheses and creating spatial schemas. However, spatializing the entirety 

of datasets becomes prohibitive as the number of documents available to the analysts 

grows, particularly when only a small subset are relevant to the tasks at hand. To address 

this issue, we developed the multi-model semantic interaction (MSI) technique, which 

leverages user interactions to aid in the display layout (as was seen in previous semantic 

interaction work), forage for new, relevant documents as implied by the interactions, and 

then place them in context of the user’s existing spatial layout. This results in the ability 

for the user to conduct both implicit queries and traditional explicit searches. A 

comparative user study of StarSPIRE discovered that while adding implicit querying did 

not impact the quality of the foraging, it enabled users to 1) synthesize more information 

than users with only explicit querying, 2) externalize more hypotheses, 3) complete more 

synthesis-related semantic interactions. Also, 18% of relevant documents were found by 

implicitly generated queries when given the option. StarSPIRE has also been integrated 

with web-based search engines, allowing users to work across vastly different levels of 

data scale to complete exploratory data analysis tasks (e.g. literature review, investigative 

journalism). 

 

The core contribution of this work is multi-model semantic interaction (MSI) for usable 

big data analytics. This work has expanded the understanding of how user interactions 

can be interpreted and mapped to underlying models to steer multiple algorithms 

simultaneously and at varying levels of data scale. This is represented in an extendable 



 iii 

multi-model semantic interaction pipeline. The lessons learned from this dissertation 

work can be applied to other visual analytics systems, promoting direct manipulation of 

the data in context of the visualization rather than tweaking algorithmic parameters and 

creating usable and intuitive interfaces for big data analytics. 
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Chapter 1 

 

 

Introduction 
 

The field of visual analytics strives to combine computational power with human 

intuition and reasoning, resulting in systems that allow users to glean insights from 

visualizations that can be manipulated to explore varying hypotheses. This work focuses 

specifically on applying visual analytics to unstructured text analysis. Real-world 

applications of exploratory data analysis of unstructured text (e.g. intelligence analysis, 

literature reviews, investigative journalism) require researchers to consider the massive 

number of documents that compose realistic datasets while still providing an easy-to-use 

system for data synthesis.  

 

For example, analysts are expected to “connect the dots” across many documents [49, 

51], requiring analysts to work across multiple levels of data scale in the sensemaking 

loop [67]. This problem can be addressed by breaking down the sensemaking loop [67] 

into its primary components: foraging for information retrieval and data relevance, and 

synthesis for spatial layout and visual encodings. 

 

During foraging, analysts work at the large-scale of data (beyond data on the screen). 

Because the number of documents available far outweighs the number of relevant 

documents (e.g. millions of documents with hundreds or fewer relevant documents), the 

low signal-to-noise ratio makes this a “needle in a haystack” problem. Thus, analysts 

need methods of honing in on and finding additional relevant pieces of information or 

documents. Additionally, analysts must find all of the relevant documents in order to 
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avoid missing important pieces of information. The stakes are high; for example, in 

intelligence analysis a missed document could impact national security. Query and 

information retrieval models are helpful at this scale. 

 

The problem of sensemaking with such a large dataset is not unique to intelligence 

analysis. Researchers are quite familiar with the task of constructing a comprehensive 

literature review or survey. The number of published papers is continuously growing, 

making, but a multi-scale semantic interaction tool could considerably reduce the effort 

required to complete the task with good topic coverage. For example, a researcher can 

discover new papers at the intersection of two research topics (such as collaborative 

visual analytics and multi-display groupware) by dragging a paper from each topic closer 

together in a spatial workspace. The system can then determine the commonalities and 

differences in the papers and pull additional papers that may be of interest to the user. 

When arranged spatially using a “near = similar” metaphor, new papers located in 

between the original two would fall into the intersection of the two papers (e.g. 

collaborative visual analytics done across multiple displays or devices), while other 

papers that are related to only one topic would be arranged closer to that node.  

 

During synthesis, analysts work at the display-level scale (e.g. the amount of data that 

comfortably fits onto a display) with hundreds or fewer documents. A common synthesis 

strategy is to spatially organize information on the display [4]. Spatialization and 

dimensionality reduction models are helpful at this scale [30]. The analyst then performs 

synthesis on these documents to “make sense” of them, but may have need for additional 

information. Thus, the sensemaking process consists of continuous iteration between 

foraging and synthesis. However, current sensemaking tools require the analyst to break 

from synthesis actions to query and forage for additional information, which interrupts 

their cognitive processes. 

 

Models and algorithms to support information retrieval (foraging) and spatialization 

(synthesis) typically require parametric interaction, but most analysts are not experts in 
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these underlying models and are ill-equipped to interact directly with the parameters. 

Instead, semantic interaction (SI) techniques convert user interactions within a 

spatialization into parametric feedback, enabling a spatialization that is jointly created by 

user and algorithm [34, 36]. These techniques shield the user from the complexity of 

underlying spatialization algorithms and allow them to focus on data analysis. However, 

semantic interaction has been limited to spatialization models and fewer than 1000 data 

points.  

 

To address real-world datasets and problems, we developed multi-model semantic 

interaction (MSI) for usable big data analytics, which greatly expands the scope of 

previous semantic interaction work. Multi-model semantic interaction allows semantic 

interactions to be harnessed across vastly different levels of data scale to retrieve, 

organize, and encode documents while still maintaining a quick interaction-feedback 

loop. This is accomplished through linking information retrieval, document relevance, 

and visualization models, all of which are incrementally adjusted as the user 

incrementally formalizes [40] their understanding of the data through individual 

interactions. These models are characterized by their associated algorithms and user-

adjusted parameters that process the data in order to present the user with a 

comprehensive understanding of the dataset. Generally, analysts may want to exploit 

many different models when dealing with the challenge of big data, and multi-model 

semantic interaction provides a framework for achieving this. 

 

 

1.1 Research Overview 

 

This research is broadly motivated to understand how multi-model semantic interaction 

influences the sensemaking process and enables usable big data analytics. Insights 

gained and lessons learned through this work can be applied to future visual analytics 

systems, guiding the application of direct manipulation visual analytics for model 
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manipulation, regardless of the level(s) of data scale. This research can be broekn down 

into the following research questions: 

 

1. (RQ1: Interface Design) How to design an interface and interactions for a multi-

model semantic interaction tool prototype? 

a. How should the interface convey model output to the user (e.g. document 

relevance, document similarity)? 

b. How should the interface decide when to provide the user with new, 

potentially relevant documents? 

c. What interactions should be included in the interface? 

 

2. (RQ2: Model Coordination) How to coordinate between multiple mathematical 

models at different levels of data scale, and how does this change the visualization 

pipeline? 

a. What algorithms should be chosen to control the spatial layout, determine 

document relevance, and perform information retrieval? 

b. How should the algorithms interpret semantic interactions? 

 

3. (RQ3: Evaluation) How does multi-model semantic interaction impact the 

sensemaking process? 

a. How are relevant documents retrieved? 

b. How does multi-model semantic interaction augment analytical strategies? 

 

 

1.2  Organization 

These research questions (RQ1 – RQ3) are addressed in this document in the following 

manner. Chapter 2 provides a summary of related and foundational work for this 

research, including work on spatializations for sensemaking, semantic interaction, 
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information retrieval, and scalability challenges. Subsequent chapters include pertinent 

related research as appropriate. 

 

Chapter 3 addresses the first portion of RQ1 as well as much of RQ2 by describing the 

multi-model semantic interaction technique as well as an updated visualization pipeline 

that demonstrates model coordination across levels of data scale. The remainder of RQ1 

is adressed in Chapter 4, which presents StarSPIRE as a multi-model semantic interaction 

tool prototype. Chapters 3 and 4 have been published [16]. Chapter 5 addresses RQ3 by 

presenting a comparative user study looking at how the ability of multi-model semantic 

interaction to implicitly and passively construct queries for additional information 

influences the sensemaking process. Chapter 6 addresses the remainder of RQ2 by 

integrating StarSPIRE with web-based search engines, which results in a multi-model 

(information retrieval, document relevance, visualization/layout) pipeline that spans 

massively different levels of data scale (hundreds of documents displayed, billions of 

documents in the dataset).  

 

Finally, chapter 7 concludes with a summary of the work, research contributions, and 

future directions for exploration. 
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Chapter 2 

 

 

Background and Related Work 
 

2.1 Spatializations for Sensemaking 

 

Prior research has highlighted the utility of spatializations for text analysis [3, 5, 15, 35, 

38, 53, 65, 76, 85, 86]. Large, high-resolution displays in particular have been found 

beneficial in affording a large, flexible workspace that allows users to externalize 

knowledge and create semantic schemas [Figure 1] [4]. However, this knowledge 

externalization is typically achieved through parametric interactions (e.g. [54]), many of 

which require users to go outside the spatial metaphor by manipulating control panels 

[31]. Furthermore, parametric interaction does not easily scale to big data problems. In 

unstructured text data, dimensions map to the terms or entities contained in the 

documents. Thus, the dimensionality of the data grows extremely large as the number of 

documents increases. Aside from navigating through the flood of dimensions, altering 

multiple models becomes extremely tedious. If multiple models are used for layout 

and/or retrieval, the user must update the dimensional weights or parameters for each 

model and potentially at multiple levels of scale [Figure 2]. To remove this redundancy, 

we prefer to contain the interaction within the spatial metaphor and translate interactions 

into parametric feedback. 
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For tools that allow users to stay within the spatial metaphor, parametric interaction is 

still common. For example, Dust & Magnet allows users to manipulate spatial landmarks 

to adjust the spatialization of multi-variate data. However, these landmarks are attributes 

of the data, not points themselves. The users only have control over the parameters in the 

space. Similarly, VIBE allows users to designate keywords as spatial landmarks [65]. In 

MSSI, users can designate specific data points as spatial landmarks. These landmarks 

attract other data points (e.g. documents) based on the high-dimensional data instead of a 

single attribute or dimension. 

Figure 2. Interacting across multiple levels of data scale. The forward arrows show the data reduction from 
the cloud, to disc, to spatialization. The backward arrows show the possible influences of user interactions on 
the data: 1.) update the dimensionality reduction algorithm only, 2.) update the information retrieval model 
only, and 3.) update the dimensionality reduction model and the information retrieval model. 

Figure 1. Analyst's Workspace running on a large, high-resolution display. This system allows users to 
analyze and arrange text documents, using the large spatial workspace as a means for externalizing 
information and creating organizational schemas 
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Systems exist which allow users to directly manipulate data points, interpret this 

feedback via a dimensionality reduction algorithm to generate a new spatialization that 

better reflect the user’s understanding of the high-dimensional data [18, 36, 52]. These 

methods inherently suffer from scalability issues. Users expect a quick interaction-

feedback loop in order to remain in their “cognitive zone” [44], but calculations on 

thousands, let alone millions, of data points take from minutes to hours to complete. It is 

more practical to perform dimensionality reduction on a subset of a much larger data set 

and use information retrieval techniques to retrieve additional information to add to the 

workspace. 

 

 

2.2 Semantic Interaction 

 

Semantic interaction serves as means for analysts to work with data within a 

spatialization instead of altering algorithms or the raw data [Figure 4] [30, 31].  The 

concept of direct manipulation for visual analytics is an evolution of direct manipulation 

for information visualization [73]. This is particularly important when the analyst is a 

non-expert in the layout algorithm(s). 

 

To develop semantic interaction, we first observed analysts, both novice and expert, 

completing sensemaking tasks and recorded the actions analysts undertook [4, 17, 35]. 

We then harnessed these actions such that the system could learn from the user which 

terms were important to them in their analysis, resulting in semantic interaction [34]. 

Previously, we have applied this technique to unstructured text data in a modified force-

directed layout, allowing the semantic interactions to update the spatial layout, which 

used a “near = similar” metaphor. Alternatively, semantic interaction has been 

theoretically applied to additional dimensionality reduction models, namely Multi-

Dimensional Scaling (MDS), Principle Component Analysis (PCA), and Generative 
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Topographic Mapping (GTM) [36]. Semantic interaction has been practically applied to 

Multi-Dimensional Scaling using multivariate data, although the interactions were limited 

to moving and highlighting data points [52]. 

 

Semantic interaction can be viewed as a form of visual-to-parametric interaction (V2PI) 

[52]. This type of interaction involves mapping user interactions to algorithmic 

parameters. For example, in [52], users are presented with a MDS layout and are able to 

impart feedback on the layout (through highlighting or moving data points), which then 

iterates to generate a new spatialization that better matches the user’s understanding of 

the relationships within the data. Similarly, DisFunction  converts user interaction on a 

two-dimensional spatialization into feedback on the high-dimensional data, generating a 

spatialization that better matches the meaning imparted by the user. 

 

Typograph [33] uses varying levels of data abstraction to visualize large text corpora. 

Users can drill down to see the details of documents at different levels of detail. The MSI 

technique implemented in StarSPIRE, in comparison, addresses the scalability challenge 

by constantly updating a small working set of documents. Documents in StarSPIRE are 

either open or closed, whereas Typograph extracts topics, keywords, and document 

snippets. 

 

Figure 3. Top: original visualization pipeline showing user interaction at the algorithmic and data levels 
Bottom: semantic interaction visualization pipeline showing user interaction within the spatialization, 
which is then interpreted by the algorithm to extract parameters (stored in the system as “soft data”), which 
are used to update the spatialization. 
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While current forms of semantic interactions have shown to be successful, they are 

limited in the number of data items they can handle simultaneously (typically less than 

1000). Thus, semantic interaction alone is not adequate for tackling the challenge of big 

data.  

 

It is not practical to display thousands or millions of documents using any of the above 

models. In addition to a poor interaction-feedback loop time, the user would not be able 

to distinguish the points. Instead, many researchers have turned to topic modeling to give 

the user an overview of the topics and their distribution in the dataset. This can be a good 

method for establishing a starting point for analysis in addition to gaining an overview of 

the data. However, through an informal requirements analysis done with intelligence 

analysts, we found that they are frequently given a specific topic to research or even a 

handful of “starting point” documents.  

 

Therefore, we found it to be more practical to store the data in a database or the cloud and 

use information retrieval algorithms to fetch documents for the user. Similarly to how 

semantic interaction helps to steer the layout model, it can be used to steer information 

retrieval models by changing either the model itself, input parameters, or both. A 

multitude of information retrieval algorithms and models exist that could be used in a 

multi-scale semantic interaction context. Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) uses 

probabilistic topic modeling to group similar documents [14]. Latent Semantic Indexing 

(LSI) uses a method similar to principle component analysis to reduce the high 

dimensional data (in this case, the term-document matrix), and then constructs a query 

into the lower-dimensional space using a set of terms [50]. Additional potential models 

include probabilistic relevance model, Bayesian logistic regression, boolean models, and 

vector space models [37].  
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2.3 Information Retrieval 

 

The information retrieval aspect of this work closely related to content-based 

recommendation systems [6, 66]. These systems track user interests to build a profile of a 

user and their interests in order to query for additional relevant items. The data involved 

is often high-dimensional, typically from facets of an item or associated metadata (e.g. 

item type, category, production information, genre). However, these systems typically 

rely on pre-defined characteristics, whereas we are operating on unstructured text data 

that is capable of having entities added or removed dynamically. 

 

Additionally, this work is closely related to query-by-example systems, which differ from 

context-based recommendation systems (e.g. [74, 75]) in that query-by-example systems 

use a set of user-defined query objects whereas recommendation systems aggregate 

recommendations over all (or a recent selection of) user selections. Query by example 

systems have enjoyed a wide implementation across data types [59], from unstructured 

text documents [8], to multimedia [19, 46], to musical selections [42]. 

 

These systems, such as Adaptive Information Retrieval [12], use relevance feedback to 

augment future retrieval requests to return results that are better tuned to the user(s). 

Other systems use visualizations to construct queries (e.g. geographical and temporal 

bounding [2], expressive constructors [29, 56], dynamic control panels [77], dynamic 

query interfaces [1, 39, 74]). However, these mechanisms still often fail to place results in 

context of existing retrieved results, which is important for maintaining situational 

awareness [7, 80]. 

 

Attempts have been made to visualize information retrieval results (e.g. term distribution 

charts [48], self-organizing semantic maps [60], hierarchies [26], collages [28], word 
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trees [84]), but these techniques have not been widely adopted. Information retrieval 

results are typically visualized as a ranked list of results [63, 64]. Presenting results in 

this format is suitable for targeted queries where the user may view a handful of results at 

most (e.g. a web search for a specific culinary recipe). However, when the user is 

presented with hundreds of viable documents worth reading (e.g. an intelligence analysis 

task) that relate in complicated, intricate, and fuzzy ways, a linear list becomes less than 

ideal [17]. 

 

Work by Ruotsalo et al. has demonstrated the use of direct manipulation to influence 

information retrieval algorithms [70]. User interactions within a radial topic 

spatializations were used to infer possible user intent to tune search results, working on 

the principle that searches evolve incrementally [79], similarly to the incremental 

formalism seen in sensemaking and spatial organization [72]. They found that these 

interactions did not replace the need for conducting explicit searches, but that the users in 

the condition that allowed for the use of the spatial interface performed better than those 

who did not have this technique available. 

 

Other systems provide mechanisms for visualizing search results beyond the typical 

ranked list (e.g. term distribution charts [48], self-organizing semantic maps [60]), but 

these methods have not received widespread adoption and do not provide the nuanced 

spatial interactions that the Ruotsalo system does. While ranked lists are well-suited to 

narrow and specific searches, they may not be as well suited for exploratory data 

analysis. For example, conducting a literature review requires exploring multiple facets 

of a topic. A simple ranked list of results does not yield insight into documents that are 

mixtures of different topics. 
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2.4 Scalability Challenges 

 

Card presents a survey of visualization techniques for huge amounts of unstructured text 

data [22]. These techniques include, but are not limited to, dimensionality reduction (e.g. 

[85]), semantic maps (e.g. [60]), hierarchies (e.g. [13]), and link-node diagrams (e.g. 

[58]). We have chosen to explore dimensionality reduction techniques and link-node 

diagrams for representing unstructured text data, but we recognize the potential to 

explore other visual representations in the future.  

 

Choo and Park provide an overview on scaling computational methods to the problem of 

big data [23]. In our research, we have chosen the data scale confinement solution. By 

constraining the visualized data to a subset of the actual dataset, dimensionality reduction 

calculations grow much more efficient than computing across the entire dataset. This 

motivates our multi-scale approach to sensemaking. After performing information 

retrieval requests on the entire data set to procure a subset, the subset can be run through 

a suitable spatial layout algorithm. 

 

While this dissertation work seeks to address the challenges of interacting with and 

finding data in the scale of big data, we will be focusing primarily on the interaction and 

visualization level without likely scaling up to the ideal scale of millions of short text 

documents. A great deal of research has been undertaken to process big data and retrieve 

it in a timely manner [20, 21, 25, 57, 61]. We acknowledge this line of research and 

propose later incorporating the interface and interaction techniques developed in the 

course of this dissertation with high performance computing, GPU computing, or cloud 

computing back-end capabilities. 
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Chapter 3 

 

 

Multi-Model Semantic Interaction 
 

The problem of “too much data” has become a significant challenge in unstructured text 

sensemaking. Analysts are expected to “connect the dots” across many documents [51], 

requiring analysts to work across multiple models to manage different portions of the 

sensemaking loop [67]. 

 

During foraging, analysts work at the large scale (beyond data displayed on the screen). 

Because the number of documents available far outweighs the number of relevant 

documents (e.g. millions of documents with hundreds or fewer relevant documents), the 

low signal-to-noise ratio makes this a “needle in a haystack” problem. Thus, analysts 

need methods of honing in on and finding additional relevant documents. Additionally, 

analysts must find all of the relevant documents in order to avoid missing important 

pieces of information. Relevance models are helpful at this scale. 

 

During synthesis, analysts work at the small scale (e.g. the amount of data that 

comfortably fits onto a display) with hundreds or fewer documents. A common synthesis 

strategy is to spatially organize information on the display [4]. Spatialization and 

dimensionality reduction models are helpful at this scale [30]. The analyst then performs 

synthesis on these documents to make sense of them, but may have need for additional 

information.   

 

Thus, the sensemaking process consists of continuous iteration between foraging and 

synthesis, using multiple models to accomplish different sensemaking-related tasks. 
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However, current tools require the analyst to break from synthesis actions to forage for 

additional information, which interrupts their cognitive processes. 

 

We propose unifying the sensemaking loop by coupling synthesis with foraging, and 

therefore coupling the corresponding models and interactions, resulting in a multi-model 

approach. In other words, synthesis activities can be interpreted to forage for additional 

relevant information and filter out irrelevant data. Likewise, foraging activities can 

influence synthesized structure.  To accomplish this, a method of usable control over 

coupled models is needed. 

 

Models which support computing data relevance (foraging) and spatial layout (synthesis) 

typically require parametric interaction, but most analysts are not experts in these 

underlying models and are ill-equipped to interact directly with the parameters. Instead, 

semantic interaction (SI) techniques convert user interactions within a spatialization into 

parametric feedback, enabling a spatialization that is jointly created by user and 

algorithm [34, 36]. These techniques shield the user from the complexity of underlying 

spatialization algorithms and allow them to focus on data analysis. However, semantic 

interaction has been limited to steering a single underlying model with fewer than 1000 

data points.  

 

Our goal is to generalize semantic interaction to simultaneously steer multiple models. 

This involves new challenges in mapping semantic interactions to multiple model 

parameters in a coordinated way and conveying combined model output via visual 

feedback. Specifically, we instantiate this for the purpose of leveraging models at 

different levels of data scale to support larger datasets. In our method, users invoke 

semantic interaction techniques in order to incrementally adjust a spatial layout model as 

well as influence what information is presented to them via a relevancy model.  

 

We present three contributions: (1) The concept, named Multi-Model Semantic 

Interaction (MSI), is an alternative to explicitly controlling parameters in multiple 
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models. (2) We formalize this extension in the form of an updated visualization pipeline 

that reflects the generalizability of semantic interaction to multiple models. (3) To 

demonstrate multi-scale semantic interaction, we present StarSPIRE [Figure 1], a visual 

analytics prototype implementing MSI for unstructured text data, which has been tested 

on datasets up to 10,000 text documents. We conclude with a discussion of multi-model 

semantic interaction and research directions moving forward. 

Table 1. Multiple levels of data scale and their associated models, visualizations, and feedback 
mechanisms. 

 

3.1 Foundations of Multi-Model Semantic Interaction 

Spatializations are frequently employed to aid sensemaking (foraging and synthesis) of 

unstructured text documents [5, 53, 76, 85, 86]. Large, high-resolution displays in 

Scale of Interaction Small  Large 

Sensemaking Loop Synthesis Foraging 

Model purpose Spatially project small scale 

data points onto the display, 

e.g. based on similarity 

Extract useful data from 

large scale, e.g. based on 

relevance or coverage 

Usage Description System lays out displayed data, 

according to user’s spatial 

organization feedback 

System selects data to 

display based on 

relevance according to 

user’s interests 

Model  Dimensionality reduction Relevance-based data 

selection 

Model Parameters Dimension weights Dimensions weights 

Model metrics Similarity metric Relevance metric 

Visualization Similarity mapped to visual 

proximity 

Relevance mapped to 

working set, glyph size, 

and saturation 
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particular have been found beneficial in affording a large, flexible workspace that allows 

users to externalize knowledge and create semantic schemas [4]. However, this 

knowledge externalization is typically achieved through parametric interactions (e.g. 

[54]), many of which require users to go outside the spatial metaphor by manipulating 

control panels [31]. Furthermore, parametric interaction does not easily scale to big data 

problems. In unstructured text data, dimensions map to the terms or entities contained in 

the documents. Thus, the dimensionality of the data grows extremely large as the number 

of documents increases. Aside from navigating through the flood of dimensions, altering 

multiple models becomes extremely tedious. If multiple models are used for layout 

and/or retrieval, the user must update the dimensional weights or parameters for each 

model. To remove this redundancy, we prefer to contain the interaction within the spatial 

metaphor and translate interactions into parametric feedback. 

 

For tools that allow users to stay within the spatial metaphor, parametric interaction is 

still common. For example, Dust & Magnet allows users to manipulate spatial landmarks 

to adjust the spatialization of multi-variate data [87]. However, these landmarks are 

attributes of the data, not points themselves. The users only have control over the 

parameters in the space. Similarly, VIBE allows users to designate keywords as spatial 

landmarks [65]. In MSI, users can designate specific data points as spatial landmarks. 

These landmarks attract other data points (e.g. documents) based on the high-dimensional 

data instead of a single attribute or dimension. 

 

Systems exist which allow users to directly manipulate data points, interpret this 

feedback via a dimensionality reduction model to generate a new spatialization that better 

reflect the user’s understanding of the high-dimensional data [18, 36, 52]. These methods 

inherently suffer from scalability issues. Users expect a quick interaction-feedback loop 

in order to remain in their “cognitive zone” [44], but calculations on thousands, let alone 

millions, of data points take from minutes to hours to complete. It is more practical to 

perform dimensionality reduction on a subset of a much larger data set and use 
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information retrieval techniques to retrieve additional information to add to the 

workspace. 

 

MSI is perhaps most similar to adaptive query-by-example systems. These systems, such 

as Adaptive Information Retrieval [12], use relevance feedback to augment future 

retrieval requests to return results that are better tuned to the user(s). Attempts have been 

made to visualize information retrieval results (e.g. term distribution charts [48], self-

organizing semantic maps [60]), but these techniques have not been widely adopted. 

Information retrieval results are typically visualized as a ranked list of results [63]. 

Presenting results in this format is suitable for targeted queries where the user may view a 

handful of results at most (e.g. a web search for a specific culinary recipe). However, 

when the user is presented with hundreds of viable documents worth reading (e.g. an 

intelligence analysis task) that relate in complicated, intricate, and fuzzy ways, a linear 

list becomes less than ideal [17]. 

 

Card presents a survey of visualization techniques for huge amounts of unstructured text 

data [22]. These techniques include, but are not limited to, dimensionality reduction (e.g. 

[85]), semantic maps (e.g. [60]), hierarchies (e.g. [13]), and link-node diagrams (e.g. 

[58]). We have chosen to explore dimensionality reduction techniques and link-node 

diagrams for representing unstructured text data, but we recognize the potential to 

explore other visual representations in the future.  

 

Choo and Park provide an overview on scaling computational methods to the problem of 

big data [23]. In our research, we have chosen the data scale confinement solution. By 

constraining the visualized data to a subset of the actual dataset, dimensionality reduction 

calculations grow much more efficient than computing across the entire dataset. This 

motivates our multi-scale approach to sensemaking. After performing information 

retrieval requests on the entire data set to procure a subset, the subset can be run through 

a suitable spatial layout model. 
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We have developed multi-model semantic interaction in order to accommodate the need 

to work with extremely large amounts of data while staying within the spatial metaphor 

and interpreting interactions to manipulate multiple data models. 

 

3.2 Limitations of Semantic Interaction 

Semantic interaction serves as means for analysts to work with data within a 

spatialization instead of altering algorithms or the raw data [Figure 4]. This is particularly 

important when the analyst is a non-expert in the layout model(s).  

 

To develop semantic interaction, we first observed analysts, both novice and expert, 

completing sensemaking tasks and recorded the actions analysts undertook [4, 17, 35]. 

We then harnessed these actions such that the system could learn from the user which 

terms were important to them in their analysis, resulting in semantic interaction [34].  

Previously, we have applied this technique to unstructured text data in a modified force-

directed layout, allowing the semantic interactions to update the spatial layout, which 

used a “near = similar” metaphor. Alternatively, semantic interaction has been applied to 

additional dimensionality reduction models, namely Multi-Dimensional Scaling (MDS), 

Principle Component Analysis (PCA), and Generative Topographic Mapping (GTM) 

[36]. Semantic interaction has been practically applied to Multi-Dimensional Scaling 

using multivariate data, although the interactions were limited to moving and highlighting 

data points [52]. 

 

Figure 4. Top: original visualization pipeline showing user interaction at the algorithmic and data levels 
Bottom: semantic interaction visualization pipeline showing user interaction within the spatialization, which 
is then interpreted by the model to extract parameters (stored in the system as “soft data”), which are used to 
update the spatialization. 
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While current forms of semantic interactions have shown to be successful, they are 

limited in the number of data items they can handle simultaneously (less than 1000) and 

have been limited to steering a single model (spatial layout). Thus, semantic interaction 

alone is not adequate for tackling the challenge of big data.  

 

3.3 Multi-Model Semantic Interaction Technique 

We addressed the scalability concern by developing a generalized semantic interaction 

pipeline where multiple models can be leveraged, providing functionality across multiple 

levels of data scale. The result of this pipeline is a spatialization with which the user can 

interact, externalizing their knowledge of the data. These interactions are then converted 

into parametric feedback in order to update the underlying model(s), and ultimately, 

update the spatial representation of the data to reflect these changes [Figure 5]. 

 

Using [Table 1] as a guide for interaction and visualization at multiple levels of data 

scale, we see that small amounts of data map to dimensionality reduction models, while 

large amounts of data map to retrieval models. Using semantic interaction techniques, we 

seek to communicate with and between these various models in order to update the 

spatialization, select potentially relevant new information, and filter out irrelevant data. 

At the large scale, semantic interactions are mapped to retrieval requests, which serve to 

constrain the amount of data piped into a display layout model by extracting a working 

set of relevant documents, which then creates a spatialization with which the user can 

interact. The interactions done within the spatialization are then interpreted to influence 

Figure 5. Generalized multi-model semantic interaction visualization pipeline. Any number of models 
can be inserted for use in this pipeline. Once the user perceives the spatialization, they can choose to 
interact in it. This interaction feedback is interpreted as input to one or many inverted models. The 
updated model parameters are stored, which are then used, along with the original data, to create an 
updated spatialization. 
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the layout and/or retrieval models. Thus, the user is able to work with multiple models 

working at multiple levels of scale through interactions done on the data in the 

spatialization. 

 

For example, if a user executes a search for a term, documents containing this term in the 

spatial workspace would be drawn closer to the search node and the system would query 

the larger  “behind the scenes” dataset for this term and add the top n retrieved documents 

that surpass a relevance threshold, ranked by the importance the user has given to entities. 

This is an incremental formalism approach  wherein the system considers the history of 

interactions to gradually construct and refine the user’s interest model of the data. In 

addition to just retrieving documents, multi-scale semantic interaction augments the 

relevance model to tune the results to the user’s interests. 

 

In terms of the sensemaking loop [67], synthesis actions  are used to drive foraging 

activities and many foraging activities are able to be conducted implicitly instead of 

explicitly. For example, as the user constructs a cluster by dragging documents together, 

the system can search the entire dataset for documents that are similar to the shared terms 

in the clustered documents and add them to the workspace. Foraging actions such as 

these that are conducted through implicit means allow for a richer and more nuanced 

query than explicit actions. For example, an explicit search for additional documents may 

take the form of a boolean search. An implicitly constructed query could go beyond 

boolean values to indicate the relative importance of terms as well as include a far greater 

number of terms than the user is likely to enter. This method of implicit query formation 

attempts to return semantically relevant information to the user and seeks to fill in gaps of 

knowledge that a strict boolean search might miss. 

 

In addition to bringing information into the spatial workspace, multi-model semantic 

interaction also filters out irrelevant information. If a user indicates that a document or 

term is uninteresting or not relevant to their current investigation, the system will 

interpret this interaction to update the user’s interest model parameters to reflect this. 
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Accordingly, information related to this document or term would be filtered or removed 

from the display and would be less likely to be returned from information retrieval 

requests. 

 

Multi-model semantic interaction conveys the output of the multiple models through 

visual encodings to convey document relevance and relationships between documents. 

This serves to give the user immediate visual feedback regarding their interactions. 

 

 

3.4 Updating the Visualization Pipeline 

 

We present an updated visualization pipeline to reflect multi-scale semantic interaction. 

The initial spatialization is constructed by taking the data, or a working set of the data as 

determined by a relevance model, and passing it through a display layout model. The user 

then perceives the spatialization and has the option of interacting with the data within the 

spatial metaphor. All interactions are interpreted and directed to the appropriate inverted 

model(s). The inverted models then are combined, if necessary, and the new parameters 

are stored in the user’s high dimensional model of the data. This high dimensional model 

is then coupled with the dataset to pass through the retrieval and projection portion of the 

loop, resulting in an updated spatialization. This pipeline currently assumes a single 

shared set of model parameters. Possible extensions of this pipeline include multiple user 

models for the data (e.g. the user believes the data should be arranged in a different 

manner than what the user believes should be displayed). 

 

Not all semantic interactions will necessarily influence every model or have the same 

impact. We offer a few examples to illustrate this point. Highlighting a phrase in a 

document typically indicates its importance, while minimizing a document when space is 

not constricted typically indicates the unimportance of its contents. Moving points around 
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the display would naturally update the display layout, but would not necessarily fetch 

new data points for the workspace.  

 

Furthermore, updates to the underlying models should be executed wisely. Updating a 

model that impacts the entirety of the data set will likely be a slow operation, whereas a 

display layout model operating on a small subset of the data can be executed much 

quicker. Therefore, it is practical to update the display layout model with each semantic 

interaction, but it may not be practical to do so for the information retrieval model. 

Obviously, if a user explicitly queries for information, it should be returned promptly. 

Otherwise, it may be a better option to check for new potentially relevant information 

and/or update the underlying model every n interactions. 
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Chapter 4  

 

 

StarSPIRE System Description 
 

StarSPIRE (Semantic Translation of Actions for Retrieval – Spatial Paradigm for 

Information Retrieval and Exploration) is a visual analytics tool prototype that 

implements multi-model semantic interaction techniques using two models (relevancy 

and display layout). StarSPIRE is built upon the foundation of ForceSPIRE, a semantic 

interaction visual analytics tool prototype for exploring unstructured text documents [34]. 

StarSPIRE and ForceSPIRE share a flexible spatial workspace (driven by a modified 

force-directed layout [34, 41]) and several semantic interactions. This system extends 

upon previous work to integrate relevance-based retrieval and layout models, provides 

richer visual encodings, and adds to the semantic interactions leveraged. StarSPIRE 

dynamically adjusts how many data points are displayed by using heuristic-based 

relevance metrics. While its predecessor was designed specifically for use on large, high-

resolution displays, the push-and-pull nature of displayed data in StarSPIRE has made it 

usable regardless of display size. 

 

4.1 Visual Encodings 

 

Within the spatial workspace, document nodes are visually encoded to relate their 

relevance to the user’s high dimensional understanding of the data. Node size and 

saturation are encoded to reflect how closely a document matches the entities the user has 

deemed important. Node size and saturation are calculated by summing all of the entity 

weights in a document, ranking these values, and sorting them into quartiles. Quartiles 
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were chosen instead of absolute ranking to optimize the node drawing process, 

minimizing the number of calculations and changes required with each user interaction. 

This was done to promote a quick interaction-feedback loop. 

 

 

Figure 6. Expansion from ForceSPIRE to StarSPIRE. 

 

 

These encodings give the illusion of a third dimension in the workspace where more 

important documents are in the foreground while less important documents fade into the 

background. However, unlike a true three-dimensional layout, document nodes cannot 

overlap each other, preventing occlusion. 

 

Additionally, StarSPIRE provides visual cues for navigating the workspace. Node color 

is used to indicate search term matches. Instead of showing all links between all 

documents, StarSPIRE restricts the edges shown to those connected to the selected node. 

Entities shared between documents are labelled on the edge, but are restricted to the top 

four entities, determined by their importance weights. All nodes are labelled with their 

document’s titles in order to allow for easier navigation in the space and to allow users to 

track a specific node’s movement throughout the space. Each node’s outline color is used 

to denote its read or unread status in order to allow analysts to see which documents they 
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have read and closed. Within each document, search terms are identified and the text 

color is changed to allow the terms to stand out for easier identification. These encodings 

were identified and/or adjusted through an informal usability requirements analysis of 

StarSPIRE. 

 

4.2 Interactions 

 

StarSPIRE begins with a blank spatial workspace with documents loaded into memory. 

The user then executes a search to add documents to the workspace. This grants the user 

flexibility for where to start their analysis and mimics an analyst executing a database 

search to return a set of documents with which to begin their analysis. Granted, this 

supported use case assumes that the analyst is conducting a directed sensemaking task. 

This does not support the use case of being handed a stack of documents and told to “see 

if there is anything suspicious.” In this scenario, other methods, such as topic modelling, 

would be useful to aid the analyst in finding a starting point for their analysis. 

 

Documents are laid out using a modified force-directed layout where the spring attractive 

force between two nodes is determined by summing the weights of shared entities. Thus, 

the layout’s input is the displayed data for the current timestep and the weight vector for 

the previous timestep. The weight vector is determined by interpreting user interactions 

[Table 2]. The set of displayed documents is determined from a document relevance 

model. 

 

Figure 7. Implemented version of the multi-model semantic interaction visualization pipeline. In StarSPIRE, 
a relevance model and a display layout model are used. With each user interaction, the perceived importance 
of terms updates, changing the spatial and the working set of data is modified. The dashed black arrow 
indicates typical force-directed layout interactions that do not influence the user’s interest model parameters. 
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Users can then interact with the data to incrementally formalize their understanding of the 

data. These interactions include moving nodes, pinning nodes to create spatial landmarks, 

resizing nodes, collapsing open nodes, annotating documents, searching for terms, 

highlighting terms, and linking document nodes. With each interaction, the display layout 

updates to allow nodes to move about the space to reflect the new entity-weighting 

scheme. Additionally, the visual encodings are updated to reflect document relevance 

based on the entity weights. 

 

Moving nodes and pinning nodes have no impact on the entity weighting scheme, but 

serve to rearrange the spatial workspace to reflect the user’s organizational schema. 

These are traditional force-directed layout actions. 

 

Figure 8. StarSPIRE workspace, which is a node-link diagram connected by shared entities using a 
modified force-directed layout. Nodes represent closed documents, which are color-coded based on 
search terms. Node size and saturation encode document relevance, based on how well the document 
matches the user-driven entity-weighting scheme. Node outline color denotes read/unread status (white 
for unread, black for read). All nodes are labelled with their file names for easy tracking of documents 
as they move in the workspace. Edges radiate from the selected document node, labelled with shared 
entities. 
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Resizing a document to make it larger or smaller increases or decreases the weight value 

of each entity contained in the document, respectively. This is interpreted as relevance 

feedback and the system updates the working set of documents appropriately.  

 

Minimizing a document decreases the weight values of all entities contained in the 

document. Closing a document also decreases the weight values of all entities contained 

in the document, but at a higher magnitude than minimization. 

 

Resizing a node to make it larger or smaller increases or decreases the weight values of 

all entities contained in the document, respectively. Resizing a node is accomplished by 

selecting a node and using the mouse scroll button to alter the node’s size. If a node is 

made larger, the system queries for additional similar documents. If a node is made 

smaller, the system tracks this feedback to be less likely to retrieve similar documents in 

the future. 

 

Annotating a document adds the [new] terms to the typed-in document and increases 

their weight values. The system retrieves documents matching the entities contained in 

the annotation. 

 

Searching for a term increases that term’s associated weight and retrieves documents 

matching the search term. This action returns more matching documents than other 

semantic interactions because it is an explicit request for related information. 

 

Highlighting a term or phrase increases the weight values of all highlighted entities and 

retrieves documents matching the highlighted entities. 

 

Overlapping documents increases the weight values of all common entities between the 

two overlapping documents and retrieves documents matching the shared entities 

between the documents. 
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With each semantic interaction, the spatial layout updates and, if necessary, the system 

queries for new relevant documents and adds them, if any, to the workspace. Because 

StarSPIRE is designed to test the usability of semantic interactions operating across 

multiple models (and theoretically vastly different levels of data scale), we have thus far 

only tested the system on smaller datasets (e.g. on the order of 10,000 documents). As a 

result, StarSPIRE is capable of updating all models (display layout and information 

retrieval) with each user interaction as well as storing the entire dataset in memory. This 

will likely not be the case with much larger datasets. Future implementations will likely 

require database support or leverage cloud-based architectures. 

Table 2. StarSPIRE’s interpretation of semantic interactions in terms of the parametric updates to the model 
of the user’s interests. 

4.3 Relevance-Based Document Retrieval 

 

We selected a simple modified linear search algorithm to serve as the relevance model. 

When StarSPIRE increases an entity’s importance, it searches the backend database for 

additional documents to add to the workspace and adds the top n search results that 

exceed a relevance metric. Currently, a maximum of twenty documents are added if the 

user executes a search and a maximum of eight documents are added from all other 

semantic interactions that result in a request for more information. Additional data can be 

Interaction Model Parameter Effect 

Resize document Scale all weights of terms in the document 

Minimize document Down-weight terms by 25% 

Close document Down-weight terms by 40%, remove from working 

set 

Resize node Scale all weights of terms in the document 

Annotation Up-weight terms by a constant, add terms to model 

Search Up-weight term by a constant, add terms to model, 

adjust relevance threshold as needed 

Highlight Up-weight terms by a constant 

Overlap documents Up-weight shared terms by a constant 
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obtained, if available, by repeating the interaction. This allows for progressive disclosure 

of information to keep too much information being added to the display at one time, 

which could overwhelm the analyst. The spatial layout then updates to accommodate 

these new data points. 

 

The current relevancy-based threshold allows for a variable number of documents in the 

working set of data. By not restricting the number of documents that can be present on 

the screen, the user is capable of maintaining as much information as inferred to be 

relevant to their sensemaking task. In the future, this could be updated to allow for 

additional heuristics, such as the number of opened/closed document nodes, node 

proximity to the center of the workspace, or how recently a document has been added to 

the workspace. 

 

New information can be added to the display implicitly or explicitly. The user can 

explicitly query for new documents by executing a search. Implicit queries are 

constructed using the interpreted semantic interactions [ 

Table 2]. These implicit queries are typically more complex than the explicit queries, 

which include single terms. The implicit queries often include multiple terms and their 

associated relative importance. 

Interaction Model Parameter Effect 

Resize document Scale all weights of terms in the document 

Minimize document Down-weight terms by 25% 

Close document Down-weight terms by 40%, remove from working 

set 

Resize node Scale all weights of terms in the document 

Annotation Up-weight terms by a constant, add terms to model 

Search Up-weight term by a constant, add terms to model, 

adjust relevance threshold as needed 

Highlight Up-weight terms by a constant 

Overlap documents Up-weight shared terms by a constant 
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Documents that fall below the current relevance threshold are removed from the display, 

leaving the user with a working set of documents that match the user’s interests in the 

data. 

 

This retrieval process was chosen in order to support incremental changes to the 

information on the display as well as real-time interaction. If data were not merely added 

(or subtracted) from the displayed documents, the user could be presented with an 

entirely new set of displayed data, which could be disorienting. Thus, we prefer an 

incremental approach. 

 

 

 

 

The psuedocode for StarSPIRE’s retrieval algorithm is as follows: 

 
retrieveDocuments(docsDisp, docsHid, Wt, Wt-1, limit): 

//docsDisp = list of documents displayed 

//docsHid = list of documents not displayed 

// Wt, Wt-1 = array of entity weights at timestep t and t-1, 

respectively 

//limit = maximum documents to add to the display 

1. docMatches = empty list of documents 
2. ΔW[] = Wt – Wt-1 
3. for i = 1 : docsHid.length 
4.      weight = 0 
5.      for j = 1 : ΔW.length 
6.           if(docsHid[i].hasEntity(Wt.entity) 
7.                weight += ΔW[j] 
8.      if(weight > 0) 
9.           docMatches.add(docsHid[i]) 

10. for i = 1 : docMatches.length 
11.      docMatches[i].relevance =  

sum(e.weight for each Entity e in docMatches[i] 
12. for i = 1 : docDisp.length 
13.      docDisp[i].relevance =  

sum(e.weight for each Entity e in docDisp[i]) 
14. docsRanked[] = Sort(docMatches) based on relevance 
15. for i = 1 : min(limit, docsRanked.length) 
16.      docsDisp.add(docsRanked[i]) 
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17.      docsHid.remove(docsRanked[i]) 
18. docsDisp[] = Sort(docsDisp) based on relevance 
19. for i = 1 : docsDisp.length 
20.      docsDisp[i].rank = i 
21. return docsDisp 

 

 

In the algorithm, the positive changes in entity weights are identified to determine which 

terms have increased in importance and should be used to identify new documents to add 

to the workspace. Step two computes the dot product between the entire backend dataset 

with the change in entity weights vector (ΔW), which results in a single number for each 

document. To optimize performance, we discard all documents whose value is zero, 

because they do not contain any entities whose weights were increased within the past 

timestep. This results in the set of documents docMatches, which are candidates for 

addition to the workspace. The weights of entities contained in these candidate 

documents are summed using the current weighting scheme to obtain a score that reflects 

how well each document matches what the user has deemed important in the dataset thus 

far. These values are then sorted and the top n documents are added to the list of 

documents included in the spatial workspace at timestep t and removed from the set of 

hidden documents (i.e. documents in the dataset not included in the spatial workspace). 

This results in the set of documents displayed at the next timestep, t+1. The algorithm 

returns this modified set of documents (which could be the same as the previous timestep 

if no documents are chosen to be added). The updated rank of each displayed document is 

stored as an attribute of each document. This rank information allows the system to apply 

appropriate visual encodings to denote how closely documents match the user-imparted 

entity importance values. 

 

The documents returned from the information retrieval algorithm are then used as input, 

along with the current weighting scheme at timestep t, to the modified force-directed 

layout to determine the two-dimensional layout of the data points for timestep t+1. 

We chose to select candidate documents first instead of applying the weight vector across 

all documents in the dataset in order to provide an incremental update to the displayed 
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data. If we had applied W(t) to the entire dataset, it is possible that the displayed data 

would be much different in each iteration.  

 

Similarly, selecting candidate documents and eliminating all documents which do not 

contain any of the newly increased entities allows us to optimize the retrieval process. 

This is crucial for maintaining a quick interaction-feedback loop. 

 

The linear nature of this algorithm prevents it from scaling to much larger document 

collections. More advanced retrieval methods, either running in real time or as a 

background process, could be substituted in order to handle larger amounts of data. 

 

StarSPIRE was built using Java and utilizes LingPipe for entity extraction and Swing for 

visualization. Users are able to save their analytical states in a JSON format that can be 

later loaded into the workspace. StarSPIRE can load and process any number of 

unstructured text documents, as well as XML encoded files. 

 

 

 

 

4.4 Usage Scenario 

 

To demonstrate StarSPIRE’s functionality, we used the VAST 2007 Challenge Dataset 

(“Blue Iguanodon”) [45]. Because StarSPIRE is currently designed to operate on 

unstructured text documents only, we omitted all images and spreadsheets from the 

dataset, resulting in approximately 1,500 text files. Blog entries that were included in the 

data were converted into text files, one for each blog entry. Preliminary entity extraction 

was done on the dataset.  
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The challenge task is an open-ended sensemaking task to investigate “unexpected 

activities concerning wildlife law enforcement, endangered species issues, and 

ecoterrorism” [45]. We present the following usage scenario to demonstrate how 

StarSPIRE can leverage the MSI technique. 

 

The user began with a search for “chinchilla.” This was unsurprising, because the dataset 

contained a directory titled “Chinchillas.” She read through several documents, arranging 

them in the display based on document similarity. The user then began highlighting 

information regarding chinchillas, which branched into additional endangered species. 

This loosely structured analysis continued until the user read a document concerning a 

musical artist owning an extremely large number of exotic animals whose actions did not 

seem to match his words regarding animal conservation. The analyst denoted this as 

suspicious and began investigating it further. This investigation was driven through 

highlighting the artist’s name and the name of his animal sanctuary, which imported 

many documents onto the display, some of which had a large node size. The analyst 

opened the largest new nodes first. 

 

[Figure 11] shows the evolution of the user’s spatial organization schemas through the 

sensemaking task. Clusters of documents were moved around the screen and a mixture of 

visual encodings and document proximity motivated the choice of documents to 

investigate next. Furthermore, it can be seen that the user initially executed two searches 

to obtain some initial documents, but then opted for other multi-scale semantic 

interaction techniques to obtain new documents (e.g. highlighting, linking documents – 

denoted by the purple bars, and annotating documents). Document annotations were used 

to record hypotheses and insights (e.g. “r’Bert is r’Bear?” and “r’Bear might have 

monkeypox”). In the later stages of analysis, searches were used primarily to label the 

space, serving as reminders of which documents concerns which persons or topics. 

However, they were also used to ensure that important information or documents had not 

been overlooked.  
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Once the user identified suspicious activity regarding a large exotic animal reservation, it 

became apparent that many documents were interconnected via several subplots. As her 

understanding of the dataset evolved, so did her spatial representation. For example, two 

documents that were initially considered “not quite relevant, but interesting enough to not 

minimize” concerning an outbreak of a disease were initially placed in the upper right 

hand corner of the display. After realizing that the owner of the large exotic animal 

sanctuary had contracted the same disease, she moved the two documents down next to 

the exotic animal sanctuary documents. 

 

Figure 10. Multi-model semantic interaction in StarSPIRE. Left: The user explicitly searches for 
documents containing the word “chinchilla.” Documents matching this search term are added to the 
display and arranged. Middle: The user selects a document to read. To prevent occlusion, nodes are 
pushed aside but still maintain their relationships to other documents as much as possible. Right: The user 
highlights the entity “PETA.” Eight new documents are retrieved and added to the display. Documents 
rearrange due to the shift in weighting scheme – documents that contain “chinchilla” and “PETA” (as well 
as other shared terms) are brought closer together in the middle, documents that contain only “chinchilla” 
are pushed to the top and left, and documents that only contain “PETA” are pushed to the bottom and 
right. 

Figure 9. Multi-model semantic interaction in StarSPIRE: Document relevance feedback. Left: The user 
explicitly searches for documents containing the term “POK.” Documents matching this search term are 
added to the display and arranged using a “near = similar” metaphor. Middle: The user selects the 
outlying document, opens it, then closes the document to remove it from the workspace. Right: The 
system decreases the entity weights of the terms contained in the deleted document. The system updates 
the visual encodings to reflect this relevancy feedback and updates the display layout. 
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Highlights, document annotations, and document linking were primarily used to obtain 

new documents in the workspace. Searches were executed to check for additional 

information on important persons, but also used to label the spatial workspace. After 

approximately ninety minutes of analyzing the data, the user concluded that she had a 

sufficient understanding of the plot and subplots in the data. 

 

The user’s results were compared with the known ground truth solution. The user 

correctly identified four out of five subplots in the data. The use added 145 documents to 

the workspace, which is 10% of the actual dataset. 47 documents were opened and 33 

remained open at the conclusion of the sensemaking session. The user made eight 

searches, four document annotations, and 21 highlights. 45 documents were added 

through searches, whereas the remaining 100 documents were added through other multi-

scale semantic interactions (e.g. highlight, annotate, document proximity). 
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Out of 26 documents relevant to the final solution, the user had added 18 of them to the 

workspace. Six of these 18 documents were added through an explicit search, while 

Figure 11. Organizational schema evolution throughout the use case. Top: Early analysis into chinchillas and 
endangered species that are growing in popularity with a seemingly unrelated outbreak of monkeypox. 
Middle: Intermediate analysis that has linked chinchillas, the monkeypox outbreak, and a rapper keeping a 
suspicious exotic animal sanctuary. Bottom: Final spatial layout showing the relationships between multiple 
subplots in the dataset, along with searches that have been executed to label the space as well as hypotheses 
entered as annotations to documents. 
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twelve were added through implicit multi-scale semantic interactions. 13% (6/45) of 

documents added through explicit searches were relevant to the solution, and 12% 

(12/100) of documents added through implicit searches were relevant to the solution. 

Therefore, the documents that originated from multi-scale semantic interactions were 

similar in quality to those that originated from explicit searches from the user. 

 

Out of approximately 1,500 documents, 47 were read. Thus, the analyst was able to 

construct 80% (four out of five subplots) of the solution while only reading 3.13% of the 

documents in the dataset. While the results of this usage scenario appear promising, 

further work is required to evaluate the performance of MSI techniques as compared to 

existing SI techniques. 

 

 

4.5 Discussion 

 

4.5.1 Comparison to Existing Techniques 
 

Most similar to our system prototype is ForceSPIRE [30], which implements semantic 

interaction techniques and allows the exploration of small text datasets. However, 

ForceSPIRE operates using a single model (display layout), which hinders data analysis 

compared to StarSPIRE. 

 

Data loading and processing takes much longer in ForceSPIRE  (several minutes) than in 

StarSPIRE (several seconds) for moderately sized datasets on the order of 1,000 to 1,500 

documents. Most of this delay is due to computing the force-directed layout and the 

relationship between all documents. Because StarSPIRE stores most of the data and only 

displays a smaller working set of documents, processing is much faster. For these same 

reasons, the interaction-feedback loop is slower in ForceSPIRE. Thus, the large scale 

model relieves much of the computational overhead from the small scale model. 
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Furthermore, we have extended the visual encodings to give a richer overview of the 

displayed documents and have enabled the users to provide positive and negative 

relevance feedback, which is reflected in a separate model. 

 

Instead of comparing these tools directly, we will design a comparative user study using 

StarSPIRE with MSI techniques enabled and with only SI techniques enabled. Users will 

be presented with a subset of the data on the screen, alleviating ForceSPIRE’s inability to 

display more than a few hundred documents on the screen. With the SI-only condition, 

they will be required to explicitly request additional information through either written 

queries or query-by-example (e.g. “show me more like this document”). This will allow 

for a comparison between the two techniques in regard to how information is retrieved 

and interacted with in the workspace. 

 

Many existing systems transform user interactions into model feedback to drive a spatial 

layout. Dis-function [18] enables users to inject feedback into a spatialization model by 

repositioning points, allowing the system to incrementally update the distance function 

driving the low-dimensional projection of high-dimensional data. Similarly, Visual to 

Parametric Interaction [52] infers analytic reasoning from users moving and/or 

highlighting data points in a spatial projection of high-dimensional data. These 

interactions are converted into parametric updates to change the spatial layout. Work in 

observation-level interaction [36] also allows document repositioning to drive an 

underlying spatialization model. However, all of these techniques are limited to using a 

single model, whereas our technique leverages multiple models that are capable of 

operating at different levels of data scale. 
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4.5.2 Document Selection Models 
 

The model used here is only one example of many possible models for document 

selection. We chose this approach in order to focus on the interactions within StarSPIRE 

and their mappings to the parameters driving the retrieval results. However, this approach 

is not practical for extremely large datasets with large numbers of entities. The relevancy-

based retrieval algorithm used in StarSPIRE runs in O(nm) time where n is the number of 

documents and m is the number of entities, due to the initial search process. We have 

optimized the algorithm to perform the sorting operations on a subset of the possible 

documents to improve this runtime. However, the worst-case scenario is that all, or nearly 

all, documents in the dataset match an entity that has been upweighted (e.g. “the”). Even 

in average and best case scenarios, this algorithm is not an ideal choice for scaling to 

extremely large datasets. Parallelization is one option for speeding up the algorithm, but 

we also wish to consider alternative models for retrieval. 

 

Future implementations of multi-model semantic interaction should consider the 

streaming and ever-growing nature of data. Accordingly, streaming or a mixture of 

dynamic and static models could be employed. Further methods of handling this type and 

amount of data could take a multi-threaded or parallel approach. 

 

In addition to optimizations for algorithm performance, different models could be 

leveraged at the display layout and information retrieval levels. Different models 

naturally lend themselves to different interactions. For example, moving data points or 

pinning them as spatial landmarks could be interpreted by algorithms such as Latent 

Semantic Indexing [27], Principal Component Analysis [55], or Multi-Dimensional 

Scaling [81], among others, to adjust the lower-dimensional space of all of the documents 

to create a representation that better fits the user’s high-dimensional understanding of the 

data, thus producing subjectively better search results. 
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4.5.3 Multi-Model Visualization Pipeline 
 

The flexibility of generalized multi-model semantic interaction enables researchers to 

explore many alternative models, methods of interpreting interactions, and mappings to 

analytical reasoning.  

 

There are multiple options for routing of interactions to models. For some interactions 

(e.g. changing data point distances), it may be appropriate to propagate the interaction to 

each underlying model up the levels of scale. However, for other interactions (e.g. giving 

relevance feedback on a document), it may be more appropriate to send this feedback 

directly to a specific model. Further complicating matters, the same interaction may have 

a different intent based on context. For example, a user may construct a cluster of 

documents. The clustered documents could be important and relevant to the user, or the 

user could be grouping them in order to filter out other irrelevant documents from the 

main display area. In this example, it is possible that this distinction could be captured by 

the proximity of the cluster to the periphery or center of the display.  Investigating 

alternative approaches to enabling users to naturally express these intents within the 

visual interactions remains an open research question. 

 

 

Figure 12. Generalized multi-model semantic interaction pipeline. 

 

It may be appropriate to maintain several models for each level of data scale and 

dynamically adapt which is used based on which model is able to best incorporate the 
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user’s feedback. For example, having multiple display layout models allows the system to 

choose the one that converges the best or has the lowest deviation from the user’s 

feedback. We plan on investigating how the notion of competing models changes the 

performance of the system, both qualitatively and quantitatively. Maintaining multiple 

models for accomplishing a single task could result in a better approximation of the high-

dimensional data, and we will investigate methods for providing visual feedback to 

inform users of these switches.  

 

Due to the runtime of these algorithms and the time required to invert the models to 

compute a new representation, it may not be practical to apply interactive feedback to 

every model at each interaction. Slower models could be told to invert and execute after a 

certain number of interactions and instructed to run in the background. However, display-

level models should be updated with each interaction in order to provide the user with 

immediate feedback. Therefore, whichever models are chosen to drive the spatial layout 

should execute quickly. 

 

 

Figure 13. Possible alternative multi-model semantic interaction pipeline. 

 

As seen above, a potential different model could run the inverse dimensionality reduction 

and information retrieval models in parallel before returning through the pipeline. Further 

work should be conducted to examine the advantages and disadvantages of parallel 

versus sequential pipeline approaches. 
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4.5.4 Limitations 
 

StarSPIRE is currently designed for text analysis. Multimedia cannot currently be 

incorporated in the tool. Future implementations could overcome this limitation by using 

metadata and user-designated tags for multimedia files. Although StarSPIRE is not 

equipped to handle generic high-dimensional data, multi-model semantic interaction 

techniques can be applied across data types. As multi-model semantic interaction is an 

extension of observation-level interaction for high-dimensional data [82], these systems 

(ex. [18, 52]) are suitable for extension to multi-model semantic interaction. 

 

We have applied multi-model semantic interaction techniques to sensemaking tasks, but 

have not attempted other analytical tasks, such as social network analysis. Additionally, 

we have not yet empirically evaluated if users understand and accept the mappings of 

interactions to model feedback. This will be conducted in future work. 

 

StarSPIRE has currently been tested on over 10,000 text documents that had an entity 

extractor run on them, resulting in over 20,000 distinct entities. Total loading time was 

under one minute and interactions could be completed in close to real time (queries are 

typically executed in under three seconds). Due to the nature of the retrieval model, the 

execution time depends largely on the size of the set of candidate documents, which need 

to be sorted and ranked, then compared against a relevance threshold. This problem is 

exacerbated by document collections with extremely large numbers of entities. Therefore, 

broad searches tend to have slower response times. This limitation could be overcome by 

implementing more sophisticated and optimized algorithms. StarSPIRE is not equipped 

to handle much larger datasets (e.g. on the order of 100,000 documents and higher). 

Moving to a database or cloud-based architecture and implementing different algorithms 

could overcome this limitation. 
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4.6 Conclusion 

 

In this paper, we have introduced the concept of multi-model semantic interaction, which 

harnesses user interactions to manipulate underlying models. We have presented an 

instantiation of this technique that operates across multiple levels of data scale. Along 

with this technique, we introduced a generalized visualization pipeline for semantic 

interaction using multiple models. We have shown an example implementation of multi-

model semantic interaction techniques through the visual analytics tool prototype, 

StarSPIRE. Using this prototype, we demonstrated the functionality of multi-model 

semantic interaction techniques. Finally, we concluded with a discussion of multi-model 

semantic interaction techniques. 

 

We plan on conducting a comparative user study using StarSPIRE to observe the 

differences between explicitly constructed queries and the addition of implicitly 

constructed queries. This will serve to compare multi-model semantic interaction with 

semantic interaction. The study will use one of the VAST Challenge datasets in order to 

quantitatively evaluate user performance. 

 

Future work includes investigating additional multi-model semantic interaction 

techniques, visual encodings, and models. Additionally, we plan on creating a visual 

representation of the dataset to grant users an overview of the document content. We 

wish to practically apply multi-model semantic interaction techniques to much larger 

datasets, including streaming data. This will likely require implementing additional 

algorithms and cloud-based architectures. 
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Chapter 5 

 

 

Evaluating Multi-Model Semantic Interaction 
 

Endert et al. previously conducted a user study on ForceSPIRE, the predecessor to 

StarSPIRE [34]. This study, consisting of six participants, investigated how well semantic 

interaction is able to quantify analytical reasoning and how well it matched what the 

users discovered in the dataset. The study was done using 111 documents with 294 

extracted entities. 

 

They found that the model created through semantic interaction closely matched what the 

users found to be important in the dataset. They also found that semantic interaction 

facilitated the incremental formalization of the spatial workspace and allowed for flexible 

exploration of the data. 

 

We sought to expand on these findings by exploring several extensions of this work. 

First, ForceSPIRE is inherently unscalable because it uses the underlying model to drive 

only the layout without the ability to push and pull documents from the display. Adding 

in an additional model to support this functionality brings about multiple challenges. 

How do you determine what information is deemed relevant enough to be added to the 

workspace? How can you automate this process to harness the users’ actions? How do 

you represent the notion of document relevance within the visualization? How do you 

coordinate between multiple types of models (e.g. layout, relevance)? We have 

previously presented our design decisions for these questions in [16] as well as the 

updates mentioned in this paper. However, it is necessary to quantitatively and 

qualitatively evaluate these decisions in order to understand how semantic interaction can 
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be extended beyond what is seen on the screen, thus addressing real-world data analysis 

scenarios. 

 

5.1 StarSPIRE Adjustments 

Through conducting multiple pilot study sessions and collecting additional usability 

feedback from potential users, human-computer interaction researchers, and usability 

engineers, we made severage modifications to StarSPIRE as described below. 

 

 
Figure 14. StarSPIRE visual encodings showing document relevance (node size and brightness) and 

relative term importance (shaded automatic highlighting). 
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5.1.1 Visual Encodings 
 

We have encoded the document nodes to reflect document relevance based on an 

underlying model of the user interests. These encodings are updated by user interactions 

to reflect incremental and constantly evolving user sensemaking of datasets. For example, 

node size and saturation are encoded to reflect how closely a document matches the 

entities users deemed important. This method of encoding gives a slight illusion of a 

three-dimensional workspace without worrying about the issue of occlusion. Edges 

between documents and nodes are labelled with the top-weighted entities that co-occur in 

both documents. The number of entities is limited, although the number of remaining 

common terms is also labelled in order to let the users know how much (or how little) 

documents have in common. 

 

These entities were first extracted using LingPipe [9] and underlined in the documents. 

Based on a user’s interest model, StarSPIRE automatically highlights text based on a 

gradient scale to indicate important terms. This allows for quick skimming of documents 

to determine if they are worth investigating further. User-created highlights are shown in 

a distinctly different color to differentiate between system-generated and user-placed 

highlights. Enabling highlighting and auto-highlighting provides a method of  turning 

plain text files into visual glyphs that may make them easier to re-find on a large, high-

resolution display [15]. This auto-highlighting is similar to previously seen auto-

highlighting work, although this focuses on entities rather than entire sentences and 

adapts to user feedback [71]. 

 

StarSPIRE also provides visual cues to help users navigate the workspace. Node outline 

color is used to indicate read or unread status and node color is mapped to searches the 

user has executed.  All nodes are labelled with the document’s title, which can aid in 

choosing what documents to read as well as re-finding previously read documents. 
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Since StarSPIRE was first introduced, we streamlined the interface and removed the need 

to ever use the file menu. We enabled all interactions to be initialized through dropdown 

menus in either the document’s content or the document’s header. 

 

 

5.1.2 Interactions 
 

We used a subset of StarSPIRE’s previously implemented interactions to minimize the 

amount of training needed for the user study. This subset of interactions was identified 

and finalized through a pilot study that tested the usability of StarSPIRE as well as the 

ability for users to complete the sensemaking task. For example, we disabled updating the 

model for increasing the visible size of a document because many users complained that 

they were merely attempting to see more of the document for readability purposes, not 

injecting any feedback about their perceived importance of the document. 

 

These interactions included moving nodes/documents, pinning nodes/documents, opening 

documents, minimizing documents/searches, closing documents/searches, add/remove 

Interaction Model Effect 

Open document Slightly increase weights of terms in the document by a 

constant 

Minimize document Down-weight terms by 25% 

Close document Down-weight terms by 40%, remove from working set 

Add/Remove Entity Add/remove model parameter 

Annotation Up-weight terms by a constant, add terms to model 

Search Up-weight term by a constant, add terms to model, adjust 

relevance threshold as needed 

Query-by-Example Up-weight all terms in the document by a constant, adjust 

relevance threshold as needed 

Highlight Up-weight terms by a constant 

Overlap documents Up-weight co-occuring terms by a constant 
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entities highlighting text, adding annotations to documents, executing a search query, 

query-by-example, and overlapping documents. All of these actions serve to steer the 

underlying display layout model.  

Table 3. StarSPIRE's available interactions and their associated parametric impact. 

Moving nodes and pinning them to fixed locations in the spatialization are the only 

interactions that operate solely on the visualization without updating the user’s interest 

model. All remaining interactions influence the parameters of the shared model either up 

up- or down-weighting the relative importance of terms [Table 1]. Additionally, adding 

or removing an entity creates or deletes parameters from the model. In order to allow 

users to change the course of their analysis without being limited by initial paths of 

investigation, terms are slowly downweighted over time to keep focus on more recent 

interactions. This also serves to keep an approximately consistent amount of stress in the 

force-directed graph. 

 

The document relevance model is also updated with each of these interactions. With each 

interaction, the system determines if documents continue to meet the relevance threshold, 

which can vary depending on what interaction is done. For example, closing a document 

temporarily raises the relevance threshold, allowing more documents to be pruned from 

the workspace. Conversely, explicitly executing a search lowers the relevance threshold 

temporarily in order to allow more documents to be added to the workspace. The system 

explicitly searches for information when the user executes a query, either through 

opening a search box to querying by example on a specific document. 

 

Executing a search serves a dual purpose.  Searches color-code nodes, which can be used 

to identify search results without having to keep the associated search node selected. 

Secondly, searches forage for documents that match the search term or phrase that are not 

currently displayed in the spatial workspace. Thus, it will be difficult to determine user 

intent when a search is executed because it could be serving either purpose, or both. 
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StarSPIRE creates implicit queries when users highlight text, write annotations on a 

document, or overlap documents. These implicit queries are formed by first determining 

which entities have been upweighted in the model. Next, StarSPIRE searches a repository 

of all the documents in the dataset that are not currently displayed in the workspace. This 

forms a set of documents that are candidates for addition to the workspace. These 

documents are then ranked in terms of relevance by matching them to the user’s interest 

model.  The top n documents that surpass the relevance threshold are then added into the 

workspace where they are laid out according to the current display layout model. This 

places the search results in context of the user’s current work, eliminating the need to 

swap views to execute a query, review results, and add a set of documents to the 

synthesis space. In this manner, synthesis-related actions are leveraged to forage for 

information and foraging actions aid in synthesizing information by updating the visual 

encodings and spatial layout.  

 

 

5.1.3 Implicit and Explicit Foraging 
 

Explicit foraging for information by searching or querying by example is the traditional 

method of obtaining potentially relevant information. Adding in the implicit query 

formation functionality, however, enables the system to passively search for information 

while the analyst is busy synthesizing the data into complex hypotheses. Furthermore, 

these implicit queries often contain many more terms than are contained in the explicit 

queries, similar to the query-by-example functionality. This allows for richer matching to 

find new data that closely fits the user’s perception of what is important in the dataset.  
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Figure 15. Example final workspace in StarSPIRE showing the spatial organization of documents, user-
created annotations, and search bars that label the space. 

5.2 Study Design 

 

We wished to determine the impact, if any, of introducing implicit query generation on 

the sensemaking process. Specifically, how does MSI compare to regular semantic 

interaction with the ability to execute traditional-style searches. To accomplish this, we 

conducted a comparative user study with implicit + explicit querying (ImEx) and explicit 

querying (Ex) as conditions. For readability’s sake, we have encoded the ImEx condition 

users as M# (for multi-model semantic interaction) and the Ex condition users as S# (for 

semantic interaction). These conditions provided a fairer playing field instead of 

comparing StarSPIRE to ForceSPIRE due to the added visual encodings, interactions, 

and ability to search for data not on the initial workspace. We feel that this is a good 

approximation for the comparison of the two techniques (multi-model semantic 

interaction and semantic interaction, respectively). 

 

We set out to answer the following research questions: 

 

• How does the addition of implicit query formation impact the sensemaking 

process? 
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• How does this functionality change analytical and spatial organizational 

strategies? 

 

• How do users find relevant information using implicit queries? 

 

 

5.2.1 Task Description 
 

To ensure that users would not be able to simply read all documents in the dataset and 

would have to forage for a small subset of relevant documents, we chose the VAST 2007 

Challenge dataset, affectionately named Blue Iguanodon or “Blue Iggy” [68]. This 

dataset is composed of news articles, blog posts, photographs, hand-drawn comics, and 

spreadsheets. All of the data except for the spreadsheets was used in this study. Because 

StarSPIRE does not currently contain support for images, all images and comics were 

transcribed to describe their contents. This resulted in 1486 documents. These documents 

were then processed using LingPipe [9] to extract detected entities. After removing all 

entities that only showed up a single time, 1440 entities remained in the dataset. 

 Figure 16. Example final workspace showing a large pool of unopened documents with opened documents 
arranged on the periphery of the display. 
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Table 4. Results from the user study. M participants represent the ImEx condition. S participants represent 
the Ex condition. 

 

The original Blue Iguanodon dataset does not contain a starting document, but to aid the 

participants, we slightly modified the task description and indicated a starting point for 

analysis. This task is suitable for students as well as professionals, requiring no 

specialized analytical experience.  Also, there is a ground truth for the task.  The VAST 

2007 Challenge has an associated scoring guide which enabled us to quantitatively 

evaluate the quality of analysis. 

  

All participants were given identical training on using StarSPIRE using a much smaller 

dataset of 111 short text documents. Participants were unaware that there were different 

conditions for the study, but knew what actions triggered information retrieval requests. 

After a demonstration of the tool’s functionality, participants were instructed to solve a 

quick analytical task in order to grow comfortable using StarSPIRE’s interface. They 

completed their training as well as their analysis on six 30” LCD panels on a 32 

megapixel large, high-resolution display composed of eight 30” LCD panels. The 

remaining two panels were used for collecting screenshots and showing the console 

User Score 
Docs 

Added 
Docs 

Removed 
Relevant 

Docs Found 
Precision Recall 

Percent 
Retrieved 

Highlights Notes 
Docs 

Linked 
Searches 

Synthesis 
Actions 

M1 16 83 34 20 0.37 0.19 5.58 12 11 0 6 30 
M2 2 141 32 14 0.29 0.09 9.49 5 32 8 13 57 
M3 8 116 38 21 0.38 0.15 7.81 1 0 38 33 61 
M4 5 315 12 19 0.35 0.05 21.21 6 53 28 33 94 
M5 3 171 15 16 0.32 0.08 11.51 7 0 12 25 34 
M6 9 298 44 21 0.38 0.06 20.06 1 17 54 19 64 
M7 8 98 37 21 0.38 0.17 6.59 11 5 0 21 34 
M8 17 310 37 28 0.45 0.08 20.87 4 6 0 20 40 
M9 3 70 14 14 0.29 0.16 4.71 10 27 0 3 57 

M AVG 8.00 178.00 29.22 19.33 0.36 0.12 11.99 6.33 16.78 15.56 19.22 52.33 
S1 8 118 14 15 0.30 0.11 7.94 2 0 25 26 45 
S2 10 117 42 17 0.33 0.12 7.87 11 11 0 10 28 
S3 6 93 27 17 0.33 0.15 6.26 0 0 2 10 8 
S4 3 239 4 18 0.34 0.07 16.09 2 0 8 33 33 
S5 5 205 66 20 0.37 0.08 13.80 3 0 50 26 58 
S6 3 134 72 15 0.30 0.10 9.02 0 0 0 18 12 
S7 1 90 60 18 0.34 0.16 6.06 2 0 0 11 11 
S8 1 194 11 21 0.38 0.09 13.06 2 0 14 22 34 
S9 1 145 8 20 0.37 0.12 9.76 1 13 2 19 25 

S AVG 4.63 148.33 33.78 17.89 0.34 0.12 9.99 2.56 2.67 11.22 19.44 28.22 

AVG 6.11 163.17 31.50 18.11 0.35 0.12 10.99 4.44 9.72 13.39 19.33 40.28 
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output purely for reference. This apparatus was chosen in order to not force users into 

closing documents purely for lack of space. Additionally, large, high-resolution displays 

have been shown to have many benefits for everyday tasks as well as cognitively 

intensive sensemaking tasks [10, 32]. 

 

Participants were then given 75 minutes to complete the sensemaking task with the 

option to withdraw at any point for any reason or to end early. No participants chose this 

option. Although it was impossible to detect all of the interconnected subplots in this time 

frame, we felt that a reasonable and uniform time for analysis would help to prevent 

fatigue and ensure quality analysis. To motivate participants, monetary prizes in addition 

to the initial compensation were granted to the top three performing participants. 

 

After completing the 75-minute analytical session, participants answered questions 

pertaining to the who, what, and where of the task as well as provided their overall 

hypothesis. All participants had access to their final workspace during this task in order 

to be able to reference their annotations and open documents. Next, the participants drew 

their organizational schema on a piece of paper. Finally, users completed a survey giving 

feedback on their analytical strategy, difficulties encountered, and how StarSPIRE helped 

or hindered their analysis. This survey contained free-form questions as well as Likert 

scale-type questions. If the proctor had questions during the study session, they 

conducted a brief semi-structured interview. Conversely, participants were able to stop to 

ask questions at any point during the sensemaking session. The entire study, from 

informed consent to final survey and interview, spanned approximately two hours. 

 

We collected logs of all interactions done by users as well as snapshots of the model 

parameter values, took screenshots every minute, and saved their final workspaces so that 

it could be loaded and explored at a later date. 
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5.2.2 Participants 
 

We recruited 18 graduate and undergraduate students from varying academic 

backgrounds. Participant ages ranged from 18 to 42 with a mean of 22.58 and standard 

deviation of 5.58. Twelve participants were male and six were female. Twelve were 

computer science students, five came from various engineering disciplines, and one from 

mathematics. Six participants were graduate students and twelve were undergraduate 

students.  

 

5.3 Results 

 

By using a combination of log files, screenshots, solution sheets, surveys, and interviews, 

we were able to quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate how the addition of implicit 

querying impacted the sensemaking process. Sensemaking is composed of two primary 

processes: foraging for relevant information and synthesizing it into incrementally 

formalized hypotheses. Therefore, when evaluating task performance, we looked at 

overall performance, as well as how well participants foraged for and synthesized 

information [Table 2]. For each, one or more two-sample t-tests with type I error (α)set to 

0.05 were assessed. Although we only found significant differences between conditions 

for externalized information, results for performance and foraging are still worth 

reporting, as they suggest reason for further investigation. 
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Figure 17. Scores between conditions 

 
 
5.3.1 Task Performance 
 

Overall, there were weakly significant differences in performance across conditions (t = 

1.805, p = 0.094) in that the p-value was not less than 0.05, but was less than 0.1.  The 

average score was greater for the ImEx condition. 

 

Overall, the participants in the ImEx query formation condition tended to perform better 

than the participants in the Ex query formation condition, but there was no significant 

difference. While we can observe a trend in improved performance in the ImEx 

condition, this finding warrants further investigation. 

 

Throughout all participants, scores ranged from 1 to 18. The maximum possible score 

was 58, although given the time constraints, we did not expect participants to approach 

this value. No participants identified any subplots outside of the plot indicated in the 

starting document. The highest possible score considering just this subplot was 27. 
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Participant scores in the ImEx condition ranged from 3 to 18 (µ = 8, σ = 5.36). Participant 

scores in the Ex condition ranged from 1 to 10 (µ = 4.63, σ = 3.27). Because sensemaking 

can be broken down into two sub-loops (foraging and synthesis) , we next investigated 

the foraging and synthesis performance of both conditions. 
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Figure 18. Averages across conditions for precision, recall, and f-measure 

 

5.3.1.1 Foraging 

 

Again, we did not observed significant differences in the quality of documents retrieved 

between study conditions. The number of documents retrieved from the total dataset 

varied widely based on user analytical strategy. Across conditions, the number of unique 

documents retrieved ranged from 70 to 315 (µ = 163.17, σ = 80.08), which corresponds 

to 4.71% to 21.21% of the entire dataset retrieved. Although the recall for the ImEx 

condition appears to be bimodal, there is no clear correlation with the performance or 

semantic interactions performed by those users. Future work should investigate these 

differences beyond standard t-tests. 
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Table 5. Methods of foraging for data, broken down by percentage of relevant documents retrieved. M 
participants represent the implicit + explicit querying condition (ImEx). S participants represent the explicit 
querying condition (Ex). 

 

For reference, the ImEx participants retrieved in between 70 and 315 unique documents 

(µ = 178, σ = 101.82) and the Ex condition participants retrieved in between 90 and 239 

documents (µ = 148, σ = 52.56). Although these documents were imported into the 

workspace, not all of them were read. This in and of itself is a promising result. 

Participants were able to weed out many of the irrelevant documents. 

 

In this scenario, there were 34 documents relevant to the solution. We used the 

participant log files to identify which documents were imported to the workspace in order 

to calculate precision, recall, and f-measure. The performance in all three of these metrics 

is nearly indistinguishable. There was no clear correlation between any of these metrics 

and user performance, suggesting that the quality of foraging does not necessarily predict 

performance and that multiple strategies for conducting information foraging are 

supported. Therefore, the difference in task performance is not a result of the difference 

User Score 
Relevant 

Docs 
Found 

% from 
Highlights 

% from 
Notes 

% from 
Linking 

% from 
Searches 

% from 
Query by 
Example 

% Implicitly 
Retrieved Docs 

are Relevant 

%Explicitly 
Retrieved 
Docs are 
Relevant 

% Relevant 
Docs from 

Implicit 

%Relevant 
Docs from 

Explicit 

M1 16 20 22.22 3.70 0.00 3.70 70.37 28.00 27.78 25.93 74.07 
M2 2 14 0.00 25.00 0.00 0.00 75.00 4.23 9.68 25.00 75.00 
M3 8 21 0.00 0.00 4.17 16.67 79.17 9.09 18.70 4.17 95.83 
M4 5 19 4.76 0.00 0.00 80.95 14.29 1.69 7.81 4.76 95.24 
M5 3 16 0.00 0.00 11.76 17.65 70.59 3.39 13.39 11.76 88.24 
M6 9 21 0.00 0.00 20.83 0.00 79.17 3.25 11.11 20.83 79.17 
M7 8 21 10.71 0.00 0.00 0.00 89.29 10.00 30.49 10.71 89.29 
M8 17 28 0.00 0.00 0.00 15.38 84.62 0.00 8.20 0.00 100.00 
M9 3 14 53.85 7.69 0.00 0.00 38.46 15.38 21.74 61.54 38.46 

M AVG 8.00 19.33 10.17 4.04 4.08 14.93 66.77 8.34 16.54 18.30 81.70 
S1 8 15 

   
0.00 100.00  14.00   

S2 10 17 
   

4.76 95.24  15.33   
S3 6 17 

   
0.00 100.00  18.10   

S4 3 18 
   

13.64 86.36  26.51   
S5 5 20 

   
24.00 76.00  6.87   

S6 3 15 
   

0.00 100.00  12.59   
S7 1 18 

   
0.00 100.00  19.59   

S8 1 21 
   

40.00 60.00  10.87   
S9 1 20 

   
0.00 100.00  14.29   

S AVG 4.63 17.89    9.16 90.84  15.35   

AVG 6.11 18.61    12.04 76.81  15.95   
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in information foraging, indicating that this difference likely comes from the ability to 

identify relevant documents that have been added to the display and synthesize them. 

 

Explicit searches did not actually retrieve much relevant information for the users. On 

average, users executed 1.00 search (σ = 1.23) that returned new and relevant 

information, which retrieved an averaged of 2.94 relevant documents (σ = 4.81). Instead 

of finding new and interesting information, searches were primarily used to either locate 

specific documents in the workspace or explore avenues that, more often than not, lead to 

dead ends and were promptly deleted. Another artifact that inflates the number of 

searches executed is that many users made spelling errors, so they deleted and re-did the 

search.  

 

Query by example was far more effective at retrieving documents that were relevant to 

the solution. On average, users executed 5.67 (σ  = 2.38) query by examples that returned 

relevant documents, retrieving an average of 17.39 (σ = 7.82) relevant documents were 

found using the “Find Similar” feature. This finding is not incredibly surprising, because 

this functionality executed a wider search due to the increased number of search terms, 

which returns a larger number of documents from which to choose for importing to the 

workspace. However, it is interesting that query by example was significantly more 

effective at retrieving relevant documents than explicit searching across both study 

conditions. 

 

We also looked at the users in the ImEx query condition to determine if they found 

relevant documents through interactions that implicitly formed and executed queries. 

Users widely varied in their preferences for completing interactions (e.g. some preferred 

note-taking over highlighting, others preferred overlapping documents). Eight out of nine 

users retrieved relevant documents using implicitly formed queries. Overall, the ImEx 

condition participants found an average of 3.33 (σ = 2.78) relevant documents implicitly 

with an average of 2 (σ = 1.32) implicitly formed queries retrieving relevant documents. 

This composed an average of 18.30% (σ = 18.69) of the total number of relevant 
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documents retrieved. This percentage ranged from 0% to 61.54%, demonstrating the high 

variance in user strategies. However, this demonstrates that users found information 

through passively formed queries, information that may or may not have been found 

through explicit means. 

 

Interestingly, participant S5 continually removed relevant documents from the 

workspace, both through explicitly deleting them from the workspace, and from the 

documents falling below the relevance threshold and being automatically pruned. 

However, many of these relevant documents kept reappearing in the workspace. In other 

words, StarSPIRE recognized that certain documents were highly relevant to the user’s 

analysis, but the user either ignored these signs or missed them. Regardless, this anecdote 

demonstrates that StarSPIRE was able to recognize important and relevant documents 

even if the user was not aware of them. 

 

 

5.3.1.2 Synthesis 
 

As suggested by a series of two-tailed t-tests with type I error set at α = 0.05, we 

observed significant differences between study conditions in terms of how much 

information users externalized to the workspace via synthesis-related actions, which may 

have contributed to the trend of increased performance by the ImEx participants 

compared to the explicit querying participants. 

 

In order to track how users synthesized information, we once again analyzed the 

interaction logs. We identified the following semantic interactions as being directly 

related to synthesis through the externalization of the user’s thought processes: 

highlighting, note taking, and document linking. The ImEx condition participants 

performed significantly more of these synthesis-related semantic interactions when 

compared with the Ex condition participants (t = ,2.754 p = 0.015). The ImEx condition 

participants also performed significantly more highlights (t = 2.160, p = 0.047) and notes 
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(t = 2.294, p = 0.046). There was no significant difference between the number of 

documents that were clustered by overlapping them. 
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Figure 19. Average number of synthesis-related semantic interactions performed. 

 

We can infer from these results that the ImEx users externalized more of their 

understanding of the dataset and hypotheses of what information was relevant. Overall, 

these participants provided more feedback to the system model regarding what their 

interests in the dataset were. This feedback was not only used to retrieve documents, 

which we noted was not different across conditions, but also to augment the spatialization 

in terms of document positioning and visual encodings. This process serves to continually 

give users feedback on what documents it believes will be most relevant or interesting for 

the analyst to read. Therefore, the system is more likely to identify good documents for 

the user to open and read based on their interests. 
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Figure 20. Highlights and notes taken by both conditions. 

 

Furthermore, adding highlights to documents or taking notes aids in transforming open 

documents into easily distinguishable visual glyphs. This can aid in re-finding 

information, making analysts more efficient in navigating the workspace as well as 

referencing the workspace for filling out their final solution reports [15].  

 

The significant difference between study conditions may also have been a result from a 

positive-reinforcing feedback loop. As users made highlights in documents or wrote 

notes, the system retrieved and identified documents that it believed the users would be 

interested in. This result may have encouraged the users in the ImEx condition to 

continue completing these actions. Thus, synthesis-related actions foraged for 

information, both on and off the screen, which led to more data being interpreted and 

formulated into hypotheses. 
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5.3.2 Final Analytical States 
 

We analyzed the final spatial representations as well as the final entity weighting 

schemes. The spatial representations were assessed through a combination of screenshots 

and the hand-drawn schemas created by users after the completion of the task. The entity 

weighting schemes were parsed from the interaction log files. We used this data to 

determine what connections, if any, existed between workspace organization, entity 

importance, and user performance. 

 

 

5.3.2.1 Final Workspaces 

 

The final screenshots of user workspaces shared a common artifact, likely caused by a 

low relevance threshold that kept a high number of documents on the display. Most 

participants’ final workspaces contained a central pool of unopened document nodes with 

documents arranged around the periphery of the display. Participants typically navigated 

this “data pool” by choosing the largest and brightest unopened nodes. They also clicked 

on various documents in this space to see what connections each document had with the 

surrounding open documents. The number of open documents on the final workspace 

varied between users and between conditions, with this typically come down to user 

preference. 

 

All users drew spatial representations of their workspaces – how they perceived the 

space. Users adopted different methods for labelling the space, even within their own 

drawings, which makes automatic cluster detection and classification difficult [35]. For 

example, users created specific tags for areas of the display that directly matched 

extracted entities (e.g. monkeypox, Cesar Gil), but they also tagged areas of the space 

with cognitively meaningful labels (e.g. who, what, where). We have observed this 
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behavior in the past, where users label their spatial workspaces in fuzzy and complicated 

manners that would be difficult to match by another person or machine. 

 

The number of open documents on the final workspaces varied greatly, from 2 to 35 (µ = 

15.56, σ = 10.51). There was also a great deal of variance within each condition. The 

ImEx condition participants kept a range of 2 to 34 documents open on their final 

representation (µ = 14.78, σ = 11.69). The Ex query condition participants ranged in 

keeping 3 to 35 documents open on their final workspace (µ = 16.33, σ = 9.84). Thus, the 

weakly significant difference in performance between the conditions cannot be explained 

by analytical strategy alone. 

 

Interestingly, participants who had very few documents open on their final workspace 

still drew spatial schemas where they had opened and then minimized or closed 

documents. For example, participant M1 opened documents 57 times, but only had two 

documents open on his final spatialization, neither of which were relevant to the solution. 

In fact, participant M1 did not have any relevant documents on his final workspace, open 

or closed. He preferred a neat and clutter-free workspace and deleted documents after he 

had read them and processed the information. For reference, this participant retrieved 20 

relevant documents and had the second highest score. 

 

The highest scoring participant, M8, assumed quite the opposite strategy. She retrieved a 

total of 310 documents, 28 of which were relevant. She also opened documents 57 times, 

yet she kept 16 open on her final workspace, 11 of which were relevant to the overall 

solution. 

 

In the other study condition, explicit querying, participants S1 and S2 had the highest 

scores. They also adopted differing strategies in terms of keeping documents on the 

display. S2 retrieved 117 documents, 21 of which were relevant. She had 15 documents 

open on her final workspace, 11 of which were relevant to (10 were open and one that 

was read and then minimized). S1 retrieved 118 documents, 15 of which were relevant. 
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He had six documents open on his final workspace, but none were relevant. Three, 

however, were opened and then minimized, indicating that they were read. 

 

There was no correlation between any of these aforementioned document retrieval 

metrics and user performance. This can be attributed to individual differences in 

analytical strategies, such as user ability, the desire to keep a neat workspace (or not 

minding having the display filled with open and closed documents), or needing to focus 

on one or two documents at a time as not to get distracted. These preferences were 

explained during the post-study surveys and semi-structured interviews. 

 

We can conclude that StarSPIRE supports a variety of analytical strategies and user 

preferences without a particular strategy having an adverse impact on sensemaking 

quality and performance. Also, our results replicate previous work that demonstrates how 

users remember spatial locations of items on a large, physical workspace, both during 

data analysis and after the fact when the display is empty [62]. 

 

 
Figure 21. Efficiency of synthesis. Ranked from best scoring to worst scoring, shows the number of 
relevant entities upweighted in the user’s final analytical state and the number of relevant entities included 
in each user’s reported solution. There is a strong correlation (r = .785) between score and the percentage of 
relevant entities used. 
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5.3.2.2 Final Entity Weighting Schemes 

 

Upon identifying the final set of entities that were upweighted by the participants, we 

filtered this list to contain only entities relevant to the solution of the scenario. This 

subset of entities was then compared with the solutions reported by the users. This 

calculation allowed us to calculate how efficient a user was at identifying relevant entities 

and synthesizing them into their solution. It should be noted that entities would not be 

upweighted unless they were searched for or a document containing them was opened. 

Thus, we can assume that the participants read documents containing relevant entities, 

though for whatever reason, they chose not to include some entities in their final solution. 

This can be considered to be a per-person measure of synthesis ability. 

 

Participant score is highly correlated (r = .894) with the number of unique relevant 

entities used in their final solution that were also in their final weighting scheme. This is 

not a surprising result, but it confirms the result from Endert et al. [34] that shows a tight 

match between what the user deems to be important and what the system deems to be 

important. 

 

More interestingly, there is also a strong correlation (r = .785) between performance and 

the percentage of relevant entities used (relevant entities used divided by the total 

relevant entities in the final weighting scheme). This suggests that more efficient analysts 

performed better. We found that you cannot predict performance just from the final entity 

weighting scheme. 

 

For example, participant M6, who had the fourth highest score, identified five relevant 

entities and used four of them in his solution. These entities came from a tight cluster of 

closely related documents. He was able to weave these entities into a cohesive narrative 
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that captured most of a subplot. On the flip side, participant S9 upweighted 13 relevant 

entities, but only had one included in his final solution. The single point he scored came 

from the fact that he happened to mention a correct location in a narrative that was 

completely incorrect. 

 

 

5.4 StarSPIRE Feedback 

 

We collected a large amount of feedback on the StarSPIRE system, both through the 

post-study surveys and through questions or requests participants made throughout their 

study session. We aggregated these responses to understand what worked well in the tool, 

what usability improvements still need to be made, and what additional features should 

be considered for implementation. 

 

5.4.1 System Feedback 
 

Users remarked on many positive aspects of our tool prototype. They particularly 

appreciated the automatic highlighting of documents. Seven out of eighteen participants 

specifically praised this feature. Participant M1 stated, “It automatically highlights some 

of the important terms which only by reading them gives a very short summary of the 

document.” M4 remarked, “The underlined and highlighted key words also helped me to 

sift through the larger documents and find the areas with relevant information.”  

 

Users in the ImEx condition noticed that the system was finding documents for them that 

they had not directly searched for, and were appreciative of this, saying that StarSPIRE 

“tries to do some thinking for you by pulling articles you didn't necessarily search for or 

wouldn't have found in your searches.” 
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Overall, many users stated that the visual encodings were easy to interpret. Participant S1 

remarked, “I think the minimalist interface helps to focus on the data and the overall 

structure of the relationships between nodes,” and M3 stated that, “the [node] size 

determining its relevance helped a lot with my searches.” Seven participants identified 

the ranked edge labels showing entities that co-occurred between documents as a positive 

aspect of the system. 

 

Many participants commented that the techniques used in the tool were straightforward 

and were quickly learnable. Participant S6 remarked that the tool was “easy to pick up 

and learn.” The overwhelming majority of participants mentioned this remark after 

completing the training portion of the study session. 

 

While one participant replied “nothing really” when asked what she disliked about the 

tool, all other participants commented on improvements that could be made to the 

system.  

 

Occlusion was an issue for some participants. Participant S1 said, “the titles of the nodes 

would sometimes overlap” and S9 remarked that he had a difficult time reading the labels 

on edges once too many documents were on the display.” S3 made a similar comment, 

saying, “Hard to see where the lines are connecting and read what they are as they 

overlap.” 

 

A few users commented on performance issues, mentioning that at times the system was 

“a little bit slow.” This was usually a result of a broad search that returned hundreds of 

documents. Because of the current relevancy model algorithm, these documents are then 

sorted, ranked, and finally imported. The runtime for this algorithm increases 

exponentially as the number of results grows. 
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Other usability concerns were mentioned, such as font size, the number of colors used to 

mark search matches, the number of documents on the screen (information overload), and 

the movement speed of the force-directed layout. 

 

We also received requests for additional functionality in the tool. Participants repeated 

inquired if they were able to execute Boolean searches and were disappointed when they 

learned this was not yet available. Users who preferred a neat and uncluttered workspace 

tended to ask for the ability to quickly delete a group of documents or unopened nodes. A 

few participants mentioned that they would have liked to be able to switch the layout 

model to explore different relationships between documents, such as temporal 

relationships. Constructing a spatialization that detects and adapts to different layout 

models remains an open research area [31]. 

 

Another common occurrence was the request to be able to undo actions. Multiple times, a 

user would accidentally close a document, which deletes it from the workspace, and want 

a way to easily retrieve that document again. Endert et al. have previously discussed 

some of the challenges of implementing an undo feature in a semantic interaction system 

[34]. However, retrieving the last document that has been deleted may be a simpler 

endeavor. 

 
5.4.2 Task Completion Feedback 
 

We also surveyed the participants using a Likert-scale type questionnaire to gauge how 

they felt StarSPIRE enabled them to complete different portions of the task. Participants 

ranked their responses from 1 to 5 with 5 being “strongly agree with this statement” and 1 

being “strongly disagree with this statement.” 

Participants were asked to state their agreement/disagreement with the following 

statements: 

 

1. The system provided me with information that was relevant to my analysis. 
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2. I was able to easily identify important documents. 

3. The system found information for me that I did not find through direct 

searching.  

4. I was able to find the information needed to complete the task. 

 

Feedback was largely positive for these statements, as seen in [GRAPH]. These results 

closely match what users verbally expressed after completing training, during the study 

session, and after the study was concluded. We received a large amount of praise for the 

automatic highlighting feature as well as the visual encodings of the nodes. Participants 

stated that both of these features contributed to their ability to identify important 

documents, both before opening them and after, while skimming for content. 

 

Also matching the results is the users’ perception that the system provided them with 

relevant information. Although the foraging aspect of the task was similar across study 

conditions, the participants in the ImEx condition extracted more relevant information for 

inclusion in their solution reports. 

 

It is unsurprising that the lowest ranking statement involved the ability to find the 

information needed to complete the task, given the wide range in scores across the 

conditions. 

 

There were no significant differences between the study conditions in the responses to 

these statements, but the responses were generally positive. 

 

In addition to collecting this quantitative information, we also asked participants to 

explain what difficulties, if any, they had completing the sensemaking task. Many of the 

reported difficulties stemmed from the sheer scale of the task at hand, and feeling that 

they did not have adequate time to fully solve the scenario. This was a known fact of the 

task before beginning the study, but we chose to reduce user fatigue by setting a given 

length of time that everyone would have to work. These comments also tended to 
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mention that users sometimes felt overwhelmed by the number of documents on the 

display. Other users wondered if they were “going down the right path” in their analysis.  

 

 

5.5 Discussion 

Two major issues surfaced through our observations of participants and analysis of the 

study data. The first was an overwhelming number of documents staying on the display, 

which suggests a need to modify the relevance threshold. The second is the problem of 

cognitive tunnelling, which we noticed when no participants identified additional 

subplots in the data. We discuss these issues here and suggest methods of alleviating the 

problems. 

 

Additionally, we discuss the usefulness of automatic highlighting as well as the potential 

for tuning semantic interactions to individual users. 

 
 

5.5.1 Relevance Threshold 
 

In this study, it appears that the relevance threshold may have been set too low, causing 

too much irrelevant information to remain on the display. This was observed during the 

pilot study, but we chose to maintain this relevance threshold level so that the system 

would not over-prune the workspace, which can be equally problematic. As a result, 

many users ended up with a central “pool” of data and arranged their open documents on 

the perimeter of the display.  These participants were observed hovering over nodes in 

this data pool and had a tendency to open the larger, brighter documents. 

 

As seen through this study, participants retrieved a widely varying number of documents 

(µ = 163.17, σ = 80.08). The number of documents removed also varied greatly (µ = 

31.50, σ = 20.34).  This can be attributed to personal differences in analytical strategies. 
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During the post-study interviews, it was revealed that some users (e.g. M1) preferred to 

keep a clutter-free workspace and keep as few documents open as possible. Others (e.g. 

M8) did not feel overwhelmed by the excess information and preferred having a great 

deal of information to pull from. These two participants had the highest scores in the 

study. Thus, it is unlikely that the amount, or lack thereof, of clutter has an impact on 

sensemaking performance.  

 

In order to support these varied styles, it may be prudent to alter the document relevance 

threshold to adapt to each user instead of having static values based on interactions. The 

model could incrementally learn from the interactions users perform and update as 

needed. For example, if a user has a tendency to delete documents from the workspace, 

the threshold for keeping documents should be raised so that more are automatically 

pruned from the display. 

 

 

5.5.2 Cognitive Tunneling 
 

While the VAST 2007 Challenge contained multiple subplots, no users branched out to 

identify any other plots in the dataset. All participants focused on the same subplot, 

which was directly mentioned in their starting document. Some participants pursued 

alternative hypotheses for this plot, but none correctly identified adjacent correct plots. 

Interestingly, a few participants read documents containing information on a different 

plot, and one even executed searches for relevant people involved in a second plot. 

However, for unknown reasons, they did not include this information in their solution. 

This indicates that many of the participants fell victim to cognitive tunnelling, regardless 

of the study condition. We believe that this was due to how information was retrieved. 

Documents that were added to the workspace were the ones that most closely matched 

the user’s model. This could have led to confirmation bias and a tendency to ignore 

alternatives in the plot. 
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One way to alleviate this problem is to introduce novel documents to the workspace in 

addition to highly relevant documents. Ruotsalo et al. achieved this by sampling from a 

distribution of documents according to their relevance [70]. This allowed for closely 

related documents to be shown as results, but also the occasional novel document. 

 

 

It may be advantageous to visually indicate novel documents within the spatialization to 

draw user focus to them. The current visual encodings may also lead to confirmation bias. 

Users tended to open large, bright documents, even if they were in a cluster of 50-100 

documents. These were documents that closely matched the user’s interest model (e.g. 

contained entities that the user deemed to be important through interactions). While this 

is useful for teasing out relevant information from a pool of irrelevant information, it may 

cause users to overlook novel, yet highly important, information. 

 

How to integrate the notion of veering away from the user’s model to highlight novel 

information with the current multi-model semantic interaction pipeline remains an open 

research challenge. 
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Figure 22. Auto-highlighted terms. In this example, “pox” is weighted less than “monkeypox,” resulting in 
a mixed coloring for the latter term. Search terms are bolded to allow for quick identification. All extracted 
entities are underlined (automatically parsed and user-added). 

 

 

 

5.5.3 Automatic Highlighting 
 

The user-tuned automatic highlighting feature proved to be one of most useful features in 

StarSPIRE. This feature gave the users a subtle yet salient visual representation of the 

underlying model of the user’s interests in the data. The highlights had the potential to 

change with each interaction, thus continuously representing the current underlying 

model’s state, reflecting which terms the user had placed the most emphasis on. 

However, it proved to be much more useful than merely giving feedback. Participants 

leveraged the automatic highlighting to determine if they should read a document at all, 

and if so, which parts they should focus on, particularly in longer documents. 
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At the graph level, the visual encodings served to guide users toward which documents to 

read. If, after skimming a document for pertinent highlighted terms, the user determined 

that the document was not relevant to them, they simply closed or minimized the 

document. No users complained about the system recommending improper documents 

and this did not appear to frustrate them.  

 

At the document level, visual encodings directed users to what part of the document to 

read. Not only were we able to allow users to read a small percentage of documents, they 

were able to read only portions of those documents. This could be particularly useful for 

longer reports to hone in on specific paragraphs or where multiple reports contain similar 

information that the user has read before and is no longer interested in, allowing her to 

skip over that content. Thus, we are able to give users feedback at multiple levels of data 

abstraction through a visual metaphor that users found easy to interpret.  

 

We believe that the automatic highlighting feature has the potential to greatly increase 

analyst efficiency in two ways: 

 

1. Determine if a document is worth reading 

2. Determine which portions of a document to read 

 

Further research is necessary to identify how much of a reduction in effort this user-tuned 

auto-highlighting provides. 

 

 

5.5.4 Tuning Semantic Interactions 
 

We noted that participants employed vastly different strategies in conducting their 

analysis. For example, foraging performance was similar across the participants, but how 

they went about foraging varied greatly. It is not unreasonable to assume that users had 

different preferences in terms of what interactions they performed. Currently, interactions 
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are interpreted the same way for all users. We may be able to tune the impact of the 

interactions to better approximate the preferences of each individual user. 

 

For example, if a user repeatedly closes documents that were retrieved as a result of 

highlighting sentences in a document, the system could downweight the impact 

highlighting has on extracted entities. In this manner, we can attempt to avoid over-

assuming the intent of users. Instead, we can begin with a baseline interpretation of 

interactions and incrementally tune these interpretations.  

 

Additionally, we must consider the level at which the user understands the implications 

of their interactions. For example, how would users interact if they knew how their 

interactions were being interpreted versus not having this knowledge?  

 

 

5.6 Conclusions and Future Work 

 

We conducted a comparative user study using StarSPIRE to examine the impact of 

implicit querying on the sensemaking process, particularly looking at the addition of 

implicit query formation. The study showed that while foraging performance was similar 

across conditions, the group that had the addition of implicit querying performed better at 

synthesizing information into a coherent and complete narrative. These participants also 

completed significantly more synthesis-related semantic interactions, highlights, and 

notes. Thus, they externalized more information (a task associated with synthesis) and 

injected more feedback into the underlying user interest model. Therefore, the system 

was able to identify more relevant information within the spatial workspace.  

 

Participants in the implicit and explicit querying condition retrieved an average of 18% of 

their relevant documents through implicit interactions. Overall, executing traditional 

searches did not retrieve much relevant information. Searches typically referenced what 
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had already been retrieved or returned no results. Query by example, on the other hand, 

proved to be a more effective retrieval technique, which was used by all participants. 

Implicit query formation can be compared to query by example in that they both include 

a greater number of search terms than a traditional search. In this manner, we can think of 

the implicit query formation as a “query by user example,” where the user’s interest 

model is used to formulate queries and filter potentially relevant documents for 

placement in the spatialization. 

 

Based on our user study, participants were able to solve a good portion of the given task 

while retrieving and reading only a small portion of the overall dataset. However, there 

was not a clear superior analytical strategy, which demonstrates that StarSPIRE supports 

multiple avenues for successfully completing sensemaking tasks. Also, we identified 

potential improvements for StarSPIRE as well as the underlying layout and relevance 

models. 

 

In the future, we intend to implement the identified changes, including altering the 

relevance model to include novel documents in addition to the documents that most 

closely match the query and current user interest model. After these proposed changes are 

made, we plan on conducting a longitudinal study to observe long-term usage of 

StarSPIRE on real-world data. An example task could be conducting an in-depth 

literature review or learning about a current event in the news. Additionally, we intend to 

investigate how to adequately adjust the relevance threshold based on user interactions 

and dataset requirements. For given datasets and scenarios, we are able to tune this 

threshold through pilot studies in order to determine what an appropriate threshold should 

be. This aspect appears to be based on user preference of how many documents should 

occupy their workspace. Future studies should be conducted in order to investigate this 

further. 

 

We have taken initial steps toward this type of task by working to scale StarSPIRE up to 

handle big data. In particular, we are working to implement a web-based search to add an 
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information retrieval model to the multi-model pipeline. This addition will combine 

retrieval, relevance, and layout models. This endeavor highlights the need for additional 

tool functionality, such as Boolean search support and on-the-fly entity extraction. 

Additional models may be investigated, including but not limited to: clustering, topic 

modelling, and streaming vs. static data management. 
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Chapter 6 

 

 

Expanding the Pipeline to Big Data 
 

 

While professional analysts are undoubtedly inundated with “too much data,” it is crucial 

to remember that this problem plagues everyday users as well. In this paper, we consider 

the challenge of exploratory data analysis using the entire world-wide web as a dataset. 

Unfortunately, users are notoriously bad at formulating explicit queries in such tasks [47]. 

Instead, users typically rely on executing a broad or vague search to find documents that 

at least partially match their task. Users then iteratively refine their queries and actions to 

explore this information space [11, 78]. Continually directing the search allows the 

system to adapt to the user’s evolving interests in the dataset [43, 69]. We have applied 

multi-model semantic interaction [16] to exploratory data analysis on a large scale to add 

the ability for the system to passively construct queries through interpreting user 

interactions as well as filter returned web results to those which are most relevant to the 

user’s interests. 

 

Take, for example, a researcher conducting a literature review on a new research topic. 

This researcher likely does not know the taxonomy of this topic, which could easily span 

multiple sub-fields, all of which may use slightly different language in describing similar 

topics. In such a case, it is difficult to easily gain a comprehensive understanding of the 

topic through explicit querying. How can the researcher be confident that she has not 

overlooked important papers that fall in the intersection between known components of 

the topic? We propose that multi-model semantic interaction takes steps to alleviate this 

concern. Instead of repeatedly typing queries, reading abstracts, and curating results for 
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later synthesis, the researcher can conduct all foraging actions directly from her synthesis 

space. For example, if she finds two highly relevant papers that are from different aspects 

of her topic, she can overlap these documents in order to retrieve any relevant papers that 

combine aspects of both papers. This can help to “fill in the gaps” in the researcher’s 

literature review and hopefully allow her to avoid missing or overlooking crucial 

information. 

 

Another common exploratory data analysis task is investigating current events in the 

news. In order to gain a comprehensive understanding of a particular topic, users must 

frequently consider multiple sources for information, not only to fill in knowledge gaps, 

but also due to the differing opinions of individual journalists. For example, a user may 

be interesting in tracking political candidates for an upcoming national election. They 

may begin their analysis by searching for a specific candidate’s name. This query will 

could return articles from major news networks, opinion pieces, local news outlets, 

personal blogs, or satirical news websites. The user is then tasked with injecting feedback 

to steer the underlying user interest model to collaboratively create a subset of documents 

that cover various aspects of the candidate, their campaign, as well as comparisons to 

additional political candidates. While a literature review may be focused enough to pull 

from specific digital libraries with standardized formatting (e.g. IEEE, ACM), exploring 

a news topic requires pulling articles from a wider number of sources with varied 

formatting and advertisements.  This presents additional challenges in terms of article 

parsing. 

 

These scenarios demonstrate an opportunity for multi-model semantic interaction. 

Previous work has shown that users leverage implicit query formation to retrieve relevant 

information, but this technique has not been applied to such a large scale of data. Dealing 

with vastly different levels of data scale (e.g. a small curated working set of documents 

vs. the internet) presents a set of research challenges in terms of performance, model 

coordination, interaction design, and visual encodings. We discuss these challenges and 
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present an extension of StarSPIRE [16] that enables these aforementioned scenarios to be 

performed. 

 

We present a method to integrate information retrieval with information synthesis by 

presenting foraged results in context of the user’s current analytical state via a spatial 

“near = similar” metaphor. Other systems tend to treat information retrieval as a separate 

task, but we intend to remove the intermediary steps to create a cohesive sensemaking 

environment that does not force users out of their “cognitive zone” [44] of information 

synthesis. Instead of exiting their synthesis space to execute a query, judge results, and 

import them to a synthesis workspace, these actions can be done directly from the spatial 

workspace with results being placed within the existing spatial schema. Previous work 

has observed users constructing spatial organizational schemas and that these schemas 

can be leveraged to drive data retrieval. As such, the spatial workspace serves as a means 

for establishing common ground [24] between the user and the underlying algorithms. 

Furthermore, we are able to visually encode pertinent aspects of the data for easy user 

consumption (e.g. relevance, keyword similarity, document similarity, novelty). 

 

Furthermore, working within a spatial metaphor allows users to directly manipulate data 

at vastly different levels of scale [31]. The user is able to focus on a small working set of 

documents while having the entirety of the world-wide web at their fingertips. We 

present a means to steer the underlying models at these varying levels of scale while 

addressing the challenges associated with this undertaking. 

 

Finally, we present an updated multi-model semantic interaction pipeline and associated 

implementation in StarSPIRE that addresses the multi-scale nature of these exploratory 

data analysis tasks. We discuss the system architecture, model coordination, interaction 

mapping, and visual encodings. 

 

Through this work, we have achieved real-time big data analytics for text-based 

sensemaking in exploratory data analysis tasks. 
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6.1 Use Case Scenarios 

 

Through the extension to StarSPIRE, we have successfully completed the aforementioned 

scenarios as follows. 

 

6.1.1 Literature Review 
 

Given that this paper is situated at the intersection of visual analytics, information 

visualization, and information retrieval, we used StarSPIRE to find additional related 

work regarding information retrieval from the information visualization and visual 

analytics communities. Obviously, this is quite a broad task description, making it a good 

example of exploratory data analysis. In order to ensure that the analysis would not be 

biased by recently published papers at conferences the analyst had attended, we restricted 

the dataset to paper abstracts from 1995 to 2009 from the IEEE Information Visualization 

(InfoVis) and Visual Analytics Science and Technology (VAST) conferences. This 

resulted in 454 unique paper abstracts. These abstracts were processed with LingPipe [9] 

to extract identified entities. 

 

The analysis began with a simple query for “retrieval.” This search resulted in finding 

multiple relevant paper abstracts that served as starting points for further investigation. 

As the spatialization evolved, notes were added to documents to make connections based 

on common themes. This helped to link paper abstracts that used slightly different 

terminology to describe similar concepts, such as “iterative query refinement” and 

“dynamic query interface.” After 75 minutes of analysis, a final set of thirteen previously 

unidentified documents were selected as being highly relevant and worth citing in this 

dissertation. These documents were then rearranged by overarching topic to make re-

finding by topic easier. 
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Figure 23. Zoomed in document from the literature review scenario. 
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Figure 24. Five minutes into the analysis 

 

 

Figure 25. Twenty minutes into the analysis 

 

Figure 26. Forty minutes into the analysis 
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Figure 27. Final analysis, prior to rearranging the documents into a condensed layout. 

 

 

Figure 28. Final spatial layout with labeled clusters 

 

6.1.2 Investigative Reporting 
 

The investigative reporting scenario linked StarSPIRE to the Bing web search engine. 

While StarSPIRE is capable of searching the entire web for potential documents, the 

scope of the search was limited to news articles. Documents are parsed for entities on the 

fly as they are imported into StarSPIRE, then placed in context of the existing documents 

in the workspace. While the documents in the previous use case had nondescript titles, as 

had all previous datasets used in StarSPIRE, web results are labeled with the webpage 
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title. As such, it is typically possible to eliminate clearly irrelevant documents. As such, 

StarSPIRE was updated to allow unopened documents to be deleted from the display by 

clicking the middle mouse button or double right clicking. 

 

For this task, we chose to select a current and controversial topic: police brutality and the 

ensuing protests. This topic was chosen because it has passionate and opinionated 

reporters on both sides (police supporters and demonstrator/victim supporters) and has 

received an overwhelming amount of national coverage. 

 

This analysis began with a search for “police brutality,” which returned articles which 

appear to be about recent police brutality in the United States. The most relevant article is 

opened automatically by the system. 

 

We will begin by querying for something recent, which has national attention: police 

brutality. 

 

Figure 29. Initial search results for “police brutality” 
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Figure 30. Updated visual encodings based on relevance feedback. 

 

The protests in Baltimore seem interesting, particularly because they are the most recent 

focus in the news. A second document with a seemingly relevant title if opened, which 

results in other documents changing in size to reflect the changes in document relevance. 

These documents are then overlapped to search for information that matches the concepts 

that co-occur between the documents. The result is a number of documents about 

Baltimore, many of which contain the name Freddie Gray. We highlight the name in 

order to indicate our interest in him to the system, as well as retrieve additional relevant 

documents. We are now left with a number of highly relevant documents to analysis, 

which at the beginning of this process we did not even know existed. 
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Figure 31. Retrieval results from overlapping two documents. 
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Figure 32. Resulting exploration of Freddie Gray in connection to police brutality. 

 

 

6.2 Research Challenges 

 

Creating an analytical tool that facilitates exploratory data analysis across multiple 

models operating at vastly different scales of data comes with a substantial set of research 

challenges. These include system architecture considerations, interaction and 

visualization design, and data scale concerns. 

 

6.2.1 Performance  
Dealing with information retrieval requests on big data inevitably requires researchers to 

address performance issues, particularly in terms of performance and result accuracy.  
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6.2.1.1 Speed 
 

A quick interaction-feedback loop is critical for keeping users engaged in their analysis. 

As such, the coordinated models (information retrieval, document relevance, and 

visualization) ought to be optimized to maintain real-time interaction. Several avenues 

could be chosen and/or combined to facilitate this, such as GPU computing, threading, 

and existing professional software. As this research is concerned primarily with 

interaction and visualization design, several existing APIs were leveraged in this 

extension to StarSPIRE. Additionally, web scraping and entity extraction can be done 

progressively to give the user an approximate set of document results while processing 

the remainder in the background. Future research into harnessing GPU computing 

algorithms should strongly be considered. 

 

 

6.2.1.2 Accuracy 
 

Precision and recall are important aspects of any information retrieval task. The quality of 

retrieved documents can be evaluated objectively as well as subjectively. The information 

retrieval model is primarily responsible for the objective quality of retrieved results. 

However, these results can be tuned to the user’s interests to provide subjectively better 

results. Using the user’s interest model, the retrieval and data relevance models can be 

adjusted to execute nuanced queries and filter out documents that the user is more likely 

to find pertinent to their analysis. It is important to consider how these two notions of 

data relevance (user’s opinion and web search opinion) compliment or contrast each 

other. Systems can gain insight into the user’s perception of the quality of results through 

relevance feedback. 
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6.2.3 Data Storage 
 

When dealing with data on a very large scale, it is important to consider how the data and 

retrieved results should be stored. Possible storage options include web hosting, cloud 

architectures, databases, or local memory. These obviously have varying limitations in 

terms of the amount of data that can be stored and associated retrieval speeds. For this 

extension to StarSPIRE, the entire dataset is kept on the web (existing websites able to be 

accessed by a search engine) while a small working set of documents is stored in local 

memory. Previous iterations of StarSPIRE have connected to existing databases 

containing tens of thousands of documents while also maintaining a small subset of 

documents displayed in the workspace. Ultimately, the design decision for data storage 

should appropriately match the intended dataset in order to ensure optimal retrieval 

speeds. 

 

 

6.2.4 Interactions 
 

Interactions must be carefully designed in order to best match the user’s current 

analytical reasoning. This task grows complicated when interpreting interactions across 

multiple models. For example, how can the system differentiate between searching on the 

existing set of documents displayed in the workspace and searching over the entire 

dataset? How would such an intention be detected? This is a difficult question to answer, 

particularly because there are individual differences between users and what strategies 

they employ in a spatial document analysis tool. We chose to leave distinguishing these 

intentions for future work, instead searching all data repositories simultaneously unless 

explicitly specified by the user. The user is given the option to toggle external databases 

on and off if they wish to restrict their interactions to what is currently on the display.  
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Previous work with StarSPIRE has tested when to launch information retrieval requests. 

We first required users to explicitly request additional information via a run button, then 

altered the interface to execute such requests after every interaction. Continually 

interpretting and acting on interactions removes the need for users to step out of their 

synthesis space to explicitly forage for information. 

 

 

6.2.5 Visual Encodings 
 

Extensive work has been done to tune the visual encodings in StarSPIRE, but adding 

large-scale information retrieval introduces new aspects of feedback that may be of 

interest to the user. Such facets include, but are not limited to, the novelty, recency, and 

interestingness of the retrieved results. Currently, all previously mentioned encodings are 

carried over into this iteration of StarSPIRE. It is important to consider how this visual 

feedback can be integrated with existing visual encodings in a manner that clearly 

conveys system feedback to users in an easy to interpret manner. 

 

 

6.3 Expanding the MSI Pipeline 

 

The multi-model semantic interaction pipeline has been expanded to include an 

information retrieval model that is then piped through a document relevancy model, and 

finally through a visualization model. The retrieval model differs considerably from the 

relevancy model. The information retrieval model operates as a black box and uses a set 

of unknown heuristics to rank the retrieved results. Conversely, the relevancy model is 

directly controlled by StarSPIRE and is constantly tuned to the user’s current interests. 

By sorting the retrieved results by StarSPIRE’s relevancy model, we can attempt to 

balance what the system deems to be relevant and what the user is interested in. It is 

likely that these two models will have different rankings of the top relevant results. This 
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combination of models may also serve to relieve the cognitive tunneling issue previously 

observed with StarSPIRE by retrieving results that an outside source (e.g. web-based 

search engine) believes to be relevant instead of only honing in on the user’s narrow 

focus. 

 

 

6.4 StarSPIRE Extension 

 

StarSPIRE implements the Bing Search API and the IEEE Xplore digital library in order 

to expand its corpus to include uncountably many documents from all over the internet. 

Bing API allows the client to send a query, and receive either JSON or XML 

representation of the Search Engine Results Page (SERP). IEEE Xplore is 

programmatically accessed, and its HTML parsed in accordance with its terms of use. 

Users can individually turn on or off these sources through a menu in the GUI. The goal 

of access to these sources is to gather from web pages rich with images, colors and video 

text relevant to the user. 

 

Queries slated for execution by the StarSPIRE Webscraping Module (WM) can be 

created as a result of either implicit or explicit interactions by the user. Explicit 

interaction can include a use of the search feature to type a query, for example “Computer 

Science”. Alternatively, a query can result from implicit action, such as a user 

“combining” two documents by dragging them together. For example, if two documents 

on the subject of the murder of Nemtsov, a Russian political leader, were combined, the 

query sent to the WM might look like “Russia Putin Nemtsov Murder Opposition”. These 

two kinds of interaction are treated the same by the WM. In the case of Bing, part of the 

query indicates which source type should be searched for the query (i.e. full web, news, 

shopping). Once the query is formed, the user interface will stop while the backend 

begins a foraging phase. 
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If Bing results are requested by the user, the WM will then send the query to Bing servers 

and receive the SERP JSON. At present, the WM performance with News sources is 

considerably better than performance with full web, and testing primarily occurs with 

News as the source. Bing's API do not allow tokens within a query to have different 

weights; consequently, all words passed to the WM as a result of user interaction are 

weighted equally. Next, the SERP JSON is parsed to store information about each news 

article, including its title and URL. Afterwards, HTML is extracted from the URL and 

parsed into plain English. If the URL returned from Bing leads to anything other than a 

standard web page (i.e. PDF, PowerPoint), it is ignored, and related information is 

deleted. Parsing of such documents remains as future work. The process of parsing the 

HTML into plain English is considerably more reliable for News articles, as they tend to 

be more similarly and simply structured.  

 

If IEEE results are requested by the user, the WM will subsequently navigate to the 

results page of the relevant query on Xplore. It will extract and parse HTML from the 

URLs of each of the links on the results page. As with Bing, weights on tokens are not 

implemented for this source. Next, relevant information is extracted from the HTML. 

This process is more accurate with the IEEE source than with the Bing source, as each 

page on Xplore has the same HTML architecture, while Bing has the potential to return 

documents from completely different web sites with each query. As a result, a less robust, 

taylormade parsing system is used for Xplore HTML.  

 

When the text is successfully extracted from the HTML, the text is then parsed for 

entities. New entities are attached to the document in which they were found, and then 

the rest of known documents are searched for the new entities in order to attach them to 

one another. 

 

Whether the user requested Bing, IEEE or both, the information stored about the online 

documents is transferred into the main data structure for StarSPIRE, which the system 

subsequently processes before it is displayed to the user. These documents are analyzed 
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for relevance by StarSPIRE’s relevancy model, and either dropped or moved forward in 

the process as a result of the relevancy score. This means that the documents are gathered 

using Microsoft’s/IEEE’s relevancy scheme, and filtered using what StarSPIRE believes 

the user is interested in. Subsequently, documents are positioned on the screen where 

they fit in with the existing spatial layout model, placing the search results in context. 

They also assume the visual encodings stored within the current user interest model. 

 

 

6.5 Discussion 

 

The use cases presented here demonstrate how a multi-model semantic interaction tool 

can be used to complete real-world tasks in real-time, allowing the user and computer to 

jointly curate, arrange, and analyze large document collections. 

 

 

6.5.1 Use Case Performance 
 

Approximately half of the relevant documents retrieved from both use cases came from 

implicitly constructed queries. The remaining half came from explicit searching or query 

by example. In both use case scenarios, interesting documents were obtained that did not 

match any of the initial search terms, showing that users are able to explore previously 

unknown regions of the information space. These results show extensive promise for 

applying multi-model semantic interaction to exploratory data analysis tasks. However, 

more extensive studies are needed to quantitatively and qualitatively evaluate the design 

decisions made in the development of this extension. 
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6.5.3 Limitations 
 

There are several limitations to this system that should be noted. Currently, all documents 

are parsed for entities at once, which can delay the time needed to import documents. The 

retrieval, relevancy ranking, and parsing process should be improved to stream in results 

or prioritize the very top retrieved documents. Additionally, using outside algorithms for 

information retrieval limits the amount of model steering that can be done at the 

information retrieval level. Furthermore, web-based information retrieval does not 

directly translate to protected databases containing millions of documents. Additional 

algorithms will be needed to access such datasets. 

 

 

6.4.4 Applications 
 

In this instance, we exploited the search engines for Bing and IEEE. A previous version 

of StarSPIRE connected with an existing document modeling and matching system 

connected to a large database of approximately 13,000 documents. In all of these 

instances, StarSPIRE must be adapted to work with the existing APIs. For example, the 

database search could place emphasis on different search terms by repeating the terms in 

the search query. Through trial and error, StarSPIRE converted the existing entity 

weighting scheme to this format by linearly increasing query term frequency as the term 

weight increased quadratically. With Bing and IEEE, StarSPIRE creates a query string by 

ordering the search terms by their associated weight. These modifications demonstrate 

how we can take advantage of existing recommendation systems while still using the 

user’s interest model as input for these systems. By using such existing tools, we are able 

to leverage their strengths, such as filtering out extremely similar articles so that the user 

is able to focus on various aspects of the topic of interest. Future work could explore 

leveraging additional recommendation systems, both on the small and large scale. For 

example, a team of analysts could be linked such that they co-create a model of their 
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interests in the data. Additional web-based recommender systems should also be 

investigated for use in further applications. 

 

 

6.6 Conclusion 

 

This extension to StarSPIRE has raised many research challenges. We have addressed 

several of them in terms of design decisions explored and made, although many remain 

as open research questions. Through this work, we have enabled users to perform 

common exploratory data analysis tasks while having access to a nearly unlimited 

amount of data. We have been able to successfully complete these tasks, allowing 

StarSPIRE to be used in real-world applications while maintaining a quick interaction-

feedback loop. 
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Chapter 7 

 

Conclusion 
 

Through this work, we have gained a greater understanding of how to create usable big 

data analytics systems that leverage direct manipulation techniques to facilitate the 

formation between human and computer through an intuitive interface.  

 

This research has addressed the following research questions: 

 

1. (RQ1: Interface Design) How to design an interface and interactions for a multi-

model semantic interaction tool prototype? 

a. How should the interface convey model output to the user (e.g. document 

relevance, document similarity)? 

b. How should the interface decide when to provide the user with new, 

potentially relevant documents? 

c. What interactions should be included in the interface? 

 

2. (RQ2: Model Coordination) How to coordinate between multiple mathematical 

models at different levels of data scale, and how does this change the visualization 

pipeline? 

a. What algorithms should be chosen to control the spatial layout, determine 

document relevance, and perform information retrieval? 

b. How should the algorithms interpret semantic interactions? 

 

3. (RQ3: Evaluation) How does multi-model semantic interaction impact the 

sensemaking process? 

a. How are relevant documents retrieved? 
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b. How does multi-model semantic interaction augment analytical strategies? 

 

7.1 Research Contributions 

 

The contributions of this research can be broken down into broad categories based on the 

research questions: interface design, model coordination, and evaluation. 

 

 

7.1.1 Interface Design 
 

Through years of iterative design and user feedback, a set of visual encodings and 

interactions were developed for StarSPIRE. Due to the multi-model nature of the 

visualization pipeline, we determined mappings from interactions to model inputs and 

mappings from different models to different visual encodings. A subset of interactions 

controlled only the spatial layout (document movement, document pinning), while 

additional subsets controled aspects of the document relevance and information retrieval 

models. For example, on the model input side, executing an explicit search creates a 

spatial landmark for that search term, lowers the relevance threshold (so that more 

documents can be added to the workspace), and constructs a query for the information 

retrieval model. On the model output side, this action results in the retrieval of a subset of 

documents, which are then ranked by relevance, encorded  according this relevancy 

metric, and spatialized in context of the existing documents. As such, we have 

demonstrated a method of combining multiple models into a cohesive sequential pipeline.  

 

Additionally, visual feedback is given at multiple levels of data abstraction. Document 

relevance is conveyed through encodings such as size and brightness. Term importance is 

conveyed through the intensity of automatic highlights. 
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Multiple options were explored to determine when to present the user with new 

documents. Originally, StarSPIRE required users to explicitly press a button to retrieve 

more documents, but this was found to be cumbersome. Thus, the interface was adjusted 

to retrieve additional documents when a subset of interactions were performed. This 

subset was identified as interactions that either explicitly searched for documents (e.g. 

explicit search or query by example) or searches created from implicit interactions (e.g. 

highlighting, note-taking, overlapping documents).  

 

The final set of interactions available in StarSPIRE is the result of many iterations of 

formal and informal usability evaluations. Interactions were added and then tested when 

requested by users. Interactions were eliminated when they were found to be mismatched 

with the user’s expectation of how the system would interpret their feedback.  

 

These research endeavors resulted in the design decisions made in the development of 

StarSPIRE as a multi-model semantic interaction tool. 

 

 

7.1.2 Model Coordination 
 

Multiple algorithms were considered for use in all models (visualization, document 

relevancy, and information retrieval). After evaluating the advantages and disadvantages 

of these algorithms, the final set of models was settled upon (force-directed layout, 

modified linear search and sorting, out of the box web-based search engines).  

 

We have created a potential mapping of interactions to model parameters for a multi-

model semantic interaction pipeline. Interactions were mapped to model inputs by 

considering the associated analytical reasoning and how this would influence different 

models. For example, highlighting a sentence in a document can be interpreted as the user 

wanting to draw focus to that sentence due to perceived importance. The user’s interest 

model increases the weight of any contained terms in the sentence. The relevancy model 
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adjusts the relevancy threshold, and the information retrieval model creates a query for 

additional documents. The information retrieval model returns results, which are then 

ranked and arranged in the spatialization.  

 

We established a method by which implicit and explicit interactions had different impacts 

on model parameters. For example, implicit actions that result in an information retrieval 

request will import fewer results to the workspace than if an explicit search action was 

performed. This is achieved through adjusting the relevancy model’s threshold. 

 

We created a sequential multi-model semantic interaction visualization pipeline that 

shares a single user interest model. Alternative pipelines were also considered where 

models would be executed in parallel or maintain separate user models. A sequential 

pipeline with a single shared user interest model was chosen because we are dealing with 

big data by way of data reduction and refinement and term importance is used across all 

models.  

 

 

7.2.3 Evaluation 
 

Through conducting a comparative user study, this research uncovered that users found 

approximately 18% of relevant documents through implicitly formed queries. Overall 

foraging performance was not impacted by either study condition (implicit + explicit 

querying (ImEx), explicit querying (Ex)). 

  

ImEx participants completed significantly more externalization actions (e.g. highlighting, 

note taking) than the Ex group. This likely contributed to their increase in task 

performance. 
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Through this study, we observed that multi-model semantic interaction, as implemented 

in StarSPIRE and with the addition of implicitly formed queries, was a useful technique 

for conducting text sensemaking. 

 

Subjective feedback collected from participants revealed that automatic highlighting was 

an extremely useful feature for gaining a quick overview of documents and that node size 

encoding was useful in determining which documents were most likely to be relevant to 

their investigation. Thus, it is helpful to provide model feedback at multiple levels of data 

abstraction. 

 

 

7.2 Future Research Opportunities 

 

7.2.1 Multi-Scale Semantic Interaction: Medium Scale 
 

The research described in this document operates across vastly different levels of scale. 

However, there is an opportunity to integrate multiple levels of data abstraction to 

provide a richer set of analytics to the user. For example, a “medium” level of data scale 

could include data that can be stored either in local memory or in a local database. This 

data could be curated from a much larger dataset, serving as a cache of potentially 

relevant documents. Multi-model semantic interaction at the “medium” scale could 

involve interacting with data abstractions such as clusters, hierarchies, or topic models. A 

sample of potential interactions include classifying documents, adjusting cluster 

membership, and combining/separating topics. These clusters or topics could be encoded 

into a spatial workspace as a background element, document-level encoding, or separate 

spatial objects which can be interacted with, similar to systems such as Typograph [33]. 

After exploring the possible semantic interactions and how they operate at the database 

level, all three levels of scale could be unified into a single multi-model semantic 

interaction sensemaking tool, providing a system that implicitly retrieves documents, 
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determines their relevance to the user’s interests, visualizes the documents through 

positioning and encodings, and conveys topic or cluster membership. 

 

7.2.2 User Intent 
 

Work still remains to evaluate semantic interactions and how they relate to the user’s 

intention while completing the interaction as well as different user preferences. Users 

may perceive different semantic interactions as having differing importance. For 

example, a user may view highlighting a piece of text as more important than 

repositioning a document. Entity weights should be adjusted in accordance to these 

differences. However, these differences may be user-specific, requiring a machine 

learning algorithm to learn which interactions are more or less meaningful to a user. 

Additionally, users may place different importance on explicit versus implicit actions. 

For example, searching for a term may be more meaningful than highlighting that term in 

a document. These differences should be investigated. 

 

7.2.3 Spatial Metaphors and Algorithms 
 

Currently, the spatial layout in StarSPIRE only operates under the “near = similar” 

metaphor. In the future, analytics should be incorporated that detect and allow for a 

mixed metaphor workspace. These analytics would infer schemas from spatial 

positioning and use these results to produce more relevant results to the user. Some 

possible additional metaphors include geographical positioning, temporal relationships 

(including temporal relationships between events as well as when reports were created), 

report authorship/origin, and fuzzily defined cluster membership. This work would likely 

involve event extraction from documents [83]. More information on detecting cluster 

labels from spatial arrangements of documents can be found in [35]. 

 

In a similar vein, additional analytic algorithms should be integrated into the tool to 

produce richer results. Possible analytics include semantic analysis, social network 
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analysis, topic extraction, more advanced entity extraction, storytelling algorithms, and 

other machine learning or data mining algorithms. 

 

Different visual metaphors should be explored beyond displaying each document as a 

separate node on a flexible spatial workspace. The data could be expressed as a group of 

keywords or topics, clusters, glyphs, or arranged using different data structures, such as 

arc diagrams, topic streams, parallel coordinates, Sankey diagrams, etc. Additionally, 

new visualizations can be imagined that better fit the intended datasets and semantic 

interactions. This research area is quite broad and vaguely defined. 

 

Using the “near = similar” metaphor, different spatial layout algorithms (MDS, PCA, 

etc.) should be investigated, especially when combined with GPU computing speedups. 

When using one of these different spatial layout algorithms, researchers should consider 

using a matching algorithm for the data not displayed on the screen. This would allow for 

easy matching between the models at different levels of scale, resulting in a 

representation of the data consistent with the user’s mental model. 

 

Additional visualizations should be considered for integration with a multi-scale semantic 

interaction tool. Visualizations are a powerful way of gaining insight into data, and 

should be used (at least) in conjunction with the spatial layout. Prime places for 

visualization support include, but are not limited to, finding starting points in the data, 

showing an overview of the dataset, finding outlying or “surprising” information, 

detecting trends or events over time, identifying key or important entities, depicting 

social networks or conducting social network analysis, and tracking analytical 

provenance. 

 
7.2.4 Evaluation and Applications 
 

In addition to conducting laboratory evaluations, researchers should consider deploying 

multi-scale semantic interaction tools for long-term use and observation. Potential users 
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include graduate students writing literature reviews and analysts from a variety of 

disciplines that heavily rely on unstructured text documents (e.g. intelligence analysts, 

literary scholars). 

 

Multi-model semantic interaction tools could also be used to train and teach analysts. By 

logging semantic interactions, analytical patterns can be extracted. There may be 

differences between novice and expert analysts. These differences could be extracted and 

used to train novice analysts to improve their sensemaking. 

 

 

7.3 Lessons Learned 

 

This research has shed considerable insight on interaction and visualization design for 

usable text analytics systems. 

 

A careful balance needs to be acheieved between automating actions through inferring 

user intent and requiring users to explicitly state their intention. One method may be to 

force users to explicitly state their interaction intent, perhaps by pressing a specific key. 

This could allow users to be explicit about their implicitly interpretted actions (e.g. 

holding down a key to operate just at the display level or to work at all levels of data 

scale).   

 

Furthermore, researchers should be careful not to assume that all interactions contain 

semantic meaning. For example, when a user moves nodes or documents in a spatial 

workspace, they may be attempting to impart feedback on how the layout should be 

arranged, or they could merely be moving documents in order to eliminate occlusion and 

read document content or titles. Thus, it is useful to consider what interactions are visual 

convenience interactions and what interactions are semantic interactions.  For example, 
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we found that when users resize documents, it is typically just because they want to read 

it, not that they mean to express an importance about that document. 

 

Currently, semantic interactions are considered on a per-interaction basis. However, 

observing patterns or trends of interactions can illuminate more information regarding 

individual user preferences. For example, a user that repeatedly deletes documents from 

may benefit from increasing the relevance threshold to prune more documents from the 

display. Alternatively, the system may choose to increase the impact of deleting 

documents to downweight associated terms, going beyond previous heuristic-based 

updates. This “meta semantic interaction” can provide a richer layer of interaction 

interpretations that can better infer the user’s associated analytical reasoning. This would 

result in adding a “meta user model” to the pipeline that can work in tandem with the 

existing user interest model. 

 

Learning user preferences and analytical styles could be used to formulate and store user 

profiles and preferences for both the user interest model and the meta user model. Aside 

from removing the need for the user to incrementally create their profile every time they 

start their analytical tool, these profiles could be compared across pools of users. Expert 

analysts may have different profiles than novice analysts. These differences could 

potentially be used to aid in analyst training. 

 

Multi-model semantic interaction could also be applied to other visualization 

applications, such as multi-media. For instance, images have associated metadata and 

features. Users could potentially semantically interact with images by circling relevant 

features and erasing irrelevant components. These applications could link to Google 

image search, for example. The same can be said for other media content. 

 

Incremental formalism in terms of model updates and visualization updates has been a 

crucial component of this work. Users have expressed a preference for subtle changes 

(e.g. nodes moving slowly across the spatialization, shifting entity weights in small 
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increments) over updates to the models and visualizations that change rapidly (e.g. 

information overload from too many documents being added at once).  Thus, this work 

advocates incremental input as well as incremental feedback. This matches the 

incremental formalism seen in sensemaking, also showing the need to map user actions 

with system actions. 

 

Most importantly, actions and feedback should be done in context of the user’s existing 

spatialization. This allows users to stay in their analytical zone without task switching 

between foraging and synthesizing. multi-model combination 

 

When foraged results are spatially arranged in an existing layout and mapped using the 

existing visual encoding scheme, users are able to see how new documents relate to their 

existing knowledge. Keeping interactions and feedback in context for the user has 

allowed multi-model semantic interaction to facilitate usable text analytics across varying 

levels of data scale. Thus, multi-model semantic interaction allows users to beyond 

merely being involved in the interaction loop: the human is the loop. 
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